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Exponentially Increasing
Levels of Awareness

The 911 Truth movement has really taken off this
year, attracting a whole new crop of academics and
even movie stars to the cause.

As Gandhi said with reference to those who
oppose the truth:  “First they ignore you.  Then
they ridicule you.  Then they fight you.  And then
you win.”  The terrorism of 911, Israel’s vicious
assault and battery of a prone nation and
everything in between—all of these desperate
actions provide proof that the Beast is in its death
throes.  It is OVER except for the manifestation,
which should be wondrous indeed.

In this issue we conclude John Kaminski’s
Mindlock series, which appropriately ends with a
focus on the moneychangers.  Continuing with Part 3
of Gold and Other Interesting Things, we pick up the
trail of the so-called Yamashita gold.  Final Warning
Part 5 delves into the Rockefeller clan’s grip on the
energy and economy of the USA.

With the passing of the fifth anniversary of 9-11
we present an article written by Jerry Mazza
documenting the amazing involvement of Rabbi Dov
Zakheim (the man who somehow “lost” a trillion
dollars of taxpayers’ money).  Truth, anyone?

9/15/06 (20-30)
Fri., Sept. 15, 2006, Year 20, Day 30

Manila, Philippines

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
OF INCREASING AWARENESS

What follows is drawn from my own individual
understanding of information assimilated from the
Phoenix Journals and the once-frequent meetings with
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn.  If it doesn’t match up with
something you are predisposed to believe, please don’t
allow that to distract from the larger point being made,
which is:  We are undergoing a period of
exponentially increasing awareness.

The Cosmic Calendar (also known as the
Mayan Calendar) ended on August 16, 1987.  God
breathes out and breathes back in again.  Owing to
the scale of the great cycle which ended at that
point, there is a PAUSE period of some twenty-five
years between the out-breath and the in-breath.  It
is during this pause that we create the Age to come
by what we choose to think and do.

This pause period is symbolized in the CONTACT

logo on the masthead of this paper.  It is the small
horizontal “jog” in the “lightning-bolt” line which
pierces the inner ring of the larger circle (which marks
the boundary between this “plane” and the next).

A lot of people believe the Mayan Calendar does
not end until December 2012 and that fits neatly with
this analysis because 1987 plus the twenty-five year
period referenced above comes to 2012.  The fact that
many people are focused on “the end of the world” in
2012 is significant, too, because it means they are
confronted with their own attitudes concerning that
event.  They are, in fact, as stated above, creating
the Age to come by what they choose to think and
do.  So, there’s no real argument here but simply a
different perspective.

Anytime we talk about TIME we must confront
the fact that time is an ILLUSION:  All we ever have,
time-wise, is NOW; everything that has been or ever
will be—exists right now, in this moment.  Time is
simply a function of AWARENESS and amounts to
nothing more than a change of PERCEPTION.

If every manifest human on the planet was aware
of the reality of the situation—that a tiny handful of
adversarial elite have subjugated mankind with the
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When enough people become aware, something really good is going to happen.
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illusion of “money”, or perceived lack thereof—the
illusion would evaporate in an instant and all of
mankind would experience God’s abundance
immediately.  In Truth, then, the ONLY thing
preventing the new Golden Age is a lack of awareness.

“Are people EVER going to wake up?”  Every
day more and more voices are added to this chorus.
It’s difficult to quantify that statement, however,
because we do not have access to a single data series
which we could directly correlate with the number of
people who have “woken up”.  Moreover, there are
obviously many “shades” or levels of awareness.  We
can, however, hypothesize a data series based on the
observation of growth progressions in Nature.

Have a look at the graph on this page and you just
might get a glimpse of what the “future” holds in store
as mankind awakens.

The data for the graph is based on the work of an
Italian mathematician named
Fibonacci, who came up with a
simple numerical sequence to
define growth progressions in
Nature.  The numerical sequence
begins with 0 and 1.  Each new
number in the sequence is simply
the sum of the two numbers
which precede it.  So, 0+1=1;
1+1=2; 1+2=3; 2+3=5; 3+5=8—
and so on, providing the
sequence: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21,
34, 55, 89, 144, etc.  Graphing
these numbers over time
produces the picture of a
NATURAL growth sequence.

As a bit of a side-note:  If
you substitute 1,000 for the
starting number in the sequence,
saying there were 1,000
sufficiently aware individuals in
1987, you get to 144,000 in
1998, just before the midpoint.
And if you assume we have
“made it”—then perhaps the much-vaunted
“144,000” were aware ENOUGH by 1998?  NEVER
UNDERESTIMATE “THE WORD” AND THE
IMPACT MADE BY THOSE LITTLE WHITE
BOOKS, THE PHOENIX JOURNALS.  Indeed,
thank you, Dharma for your immeasurable
contribution.

If awareness is increasing, and it surely seems
that is the case based on recent World events
(consider the 911 Truth Movement or the people of
the World’s nearly unanimous and INSTANT
negative reaction to Israel’s aggression against
Lebanon) then this graphical representation is
perhaps as close as we can come to painting a
picture of Increasing Awareness.

It is highly noteworthy that the Global Alliance
Certificate of Debt against the United States
Treasury, guaranteed by the Federal Reserve
System, was perfected in 1999, just before the
MIDPOINT in this twenty-five year pause period.
More noteworthy still was GCH’s 1999 statement:
“This time you made it.”

This time, this Age, we made it:  For the first time
in man’s long history the end of an Age has not been
followed by a return to the Stone Age.  This time the
spark of awareness was strong enough to ensure
persistence of its ongoing exponential increase.
Global Plan 2000, the adversary’s plan, was prevented.
We have seen the stage set for the “usual”
Armageddon script to play itself out—but it has not.

Based on the natural Fibonacci growth
progression, here in 2006 (with 19 years completed in
the Fibonacci sequence) there has already been a

6,765-fold increase in awareness since 1987.
Everything the Bad Boyz do in evil intent is being
exposed almost instantly now.  Too many plausibly-
deniable agents were left out in the cold and too many
people took exception to the adversary’s plans too
early.  There simply was too much awareness of what
was PLANNED to happen.

The Divine Gift of Bonus 3392-181, the basis
of the Global Alliance asset, was only made
possible through George H.W. Bush’s agent,
Russell Herman, who decided that enough was
enough.  And wouldn’t you know:  God arranged
things so Russell Herman’s intentions in goodness
could, would and did persist.

We had to chuckle a little bit recently when from
“out of Africa” came the “rumor” (from very well-
placed sources, apparently) that the United States
Treasury and Federal Reserve are BANKRUPT.  It is,

of course, no rumor, but we must yet await
perceptions catching up with reality.

Looking ahead in time on the graph, assuming that
increasing awareness will continue to follow a natural
rate of growth, the level of awareness in 2012 will
amount to more than a 75,000-fold increase from 1987
levels, approximately ELEVEN TIMES as great by
2012 as it is today.  Somewhere between now and
then it is going to be exceedingly difficult for the tiny
handful of dedicated elite adversarial players to
maintain subjugation of the HUMANS (those with a
conscience) on this planet.  And that, friends, is very
GOOD NEWS.

M&M MADNESS

Move over, Monjoronson, Maitreya,
Melchizedek, Mammon and other members of the
“M=13” misfit  miscreants.   Make room for
MOLOCH!  We are reviewing a new book by
daring Canadian author R. Duane Willing entitled,
The 12th and Final Religion: God Moloch, Money,
Israel and Cult 273.  If the book is half as good as
the title suggests, this author is going to need our
support and we’ll be sure to obtain a quantity in order
to make it available at a reasonable cost.

Moloch is, of course, the god of the Bohemians,
as in those degenerates who meet annually at the
Bohemian Grove to “sacrifice care” (conscience) in
pursuit of the subjugation of their fellow men.
Symbolically, of course (?) what they sacrifice is a
BABY.  It is hard to believe these weirdos have
been allowed to just “do their thing” for this long.

Feel free to share your Franklin Cover-Up books
with friends, who just might be ready and more
able to handle the truth now.

These are the same “laugh up their sleeve” guys
who put the symbols on the American currency,
including that tiny little owl at the top-left of the
number 1, on the top-right corner of the one-dollar
bills.  And let’s not forget the symbol of Moloch
embedded in the Washington, DC street layout.

Moloch’s minion VK Durham (self-admitted
agent for the U.S. Treasury), possibly aided and
abetted by her friend and ally “Mammonator”,
continues to thrash about in her wine-fogged stupor
making more meaningless mush-mouthed
statements like this masterpiece:  “August 23, 2006
the PHILIPPINE Al Qaeda associated with LEO
WANTA and VICE PRESIDENT CHENEY..which
also involves THE WHITE HOUSE..make public

and send out through the U.S.
Mail…” blah-blah, to the effect
that Global Alliance Deeds of
Assignment are somehow
“counterfeit”.

No, there is no possibility of
counterfeit  with the Global
Alliance Program, VK:  Our
Deeds of Assignment are quite
original, as you KNOW.  And
no matter how much you allege
a “link” of some kind to
nefarious persons there is
NONE:  We have ZERO to do
with Al Qaeda, Dick Cheney or
Leo Wanta and his trillions of
“dollars”.  Our program is based
on HARD STUFF, the real
thing: GOLD.  It  is hard to
imagine the SHAME you have
brought and are bringing upon
yourself, VK.  Have a look at
the graph on this page again and
please, for your own sake, think

about what you are doing—and for whom.  You
really ought to know better.

OTHER INTERESTING THINGS

Life is getting more and more interesting all the
time here in the Philippines but we’ll leave it to
Jerry Schnoebelen to keep you up-to-date with the
political situation in the World News Desk section.
What is very interesting for EJ and myself to
observe is the tremendous impact the latest Tallano
Foundation Powerpoint presentation has on the
average Filipino.  If you haven’t seen it yet, you
can download it  from the all-new Tallano
Foundation website: <TallanoFdn.com>.

As you can see in the Public Notice section, the
Tallano Foundation has served notice on the
President of the Philippines with regard to
termination of the 55-year lease of 400,000 metric
tons of gold, which is private (not government)
property and the legacy of the Filipino people.
This should explain why we are re-running the
Gold and Other Interesting Things series.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that an attorney
here in the Philippines told us that the “CONTACT
in Manila!” UFO picture has become the subject of
some interest with the Discovery Channel people.
Please let us know if you see it on TV in your part
of the world!

That’s all for now but “stay tuned” because the
acceleration into Goodness promises to be very
exhilarating.  Just look at the graph!

Ron
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Gold and Other Interesting
Things Part 3

In the full telling of the tale, the purported “Marcos”
gold and the fabled “Yamashita Treasure” are intimately
tied in with the Tagean-Tallano gold (the legacy of the
Filipino people) which is the subject of a very important
Public Notice on page 14 in this issue.

[QUOTING:]

CHAPTER 7
YAMASHITA OR NOT

After the death of Lieutenant-General Tomoyuki
Yamashita, stories about his secretly possessing one of the
greatest treasures of all time quickly spread like wildfire.
In 1953, President Elpidio Quirino announced that he
would release some Japanese soldiers who were still
imprisoned in the Philippines for war crimes, in exchange
for Tokyo’s cooperation in an official probe to determine
once and for all whether [or not] Yamashita had, indeed,
left behind billions of dollars worth of treasure.  The
inquiry was to be headed by an American of Japanese
descent, Minori Fukumitsu, who worked as one of the
investigators of the Allied War Crime Tribunal.  Nine
months later, all that was unearthed, according to
Fukumitsu, was a few old coins.  Before leaving the
Philippines, he said that no evidence was found to show
that the treasure ever existed.

In 1955, another joint operation by the Philippine and
Japanese governments was started.  The maritime project
called for the salvaging of about 269 Japanese vessels
sunk during the war.  About 124 vessels were located in
Manila Bay, while the rest were spotted in other parts of
the country.  As soon as the salvaging operations began,
rumors began to spread that the vessels were filled with
gold bullion and then deliberately scuttled for future
retrieval.  None of the rumors were ever substantiated.
Undoubtedly, the rumormongers were inspired by the
little-known story of the ill-fated Japanese ship Awa Maru.
This could also have been the reason why Fukumitsu,
whenever the question of the treasure’s existence came up,
would refute the possibility with “messianic zeal”.  The
less people knew about the treasure’s existence, the better
for Fukumitsu’s bosses.

On April 1, 1945, around ten o’clock in the evening,
U.S. Commander Charles Loughlin of the submarine
Queenfish sighted a Japanese destroyer, the Awa Maru,
and immediately ordered his crew to fire on the enemy
ship.  Four torpedoes found their mark.  According to the
ill-fated ship’s lone survivor, a steward, the vessel that
sank was a hospital ship painted with huge white crosses,
which had been guaranteed safe passage by the United
States.  Its mission was to “deliver Red Cross packages to
Allied prisoners of war in Hong Kong, Saigon, Singapore
and other areas, and then pick up wounded Japanese
soldiers and bring them back to Japan.  The vessel, which
sank 14 miles off the Chinese mainland, was on a return
trip to Japan when blasted by Loughlin’s men.”

Later, it was discovered that the ship carried with it an
inventory of “forty tons of gold, twelve tons of platinum,
2000 tons of tungsten, 3000 tons of tin, 3000 tons of
rubber in bales, 2000 tons of lead, 800 tons of titanium,
500 tons of brass and bronze, two tons of quicksilver,
about 150,000 karats of diamonds, forty cases of jewelry
and numerous crates of art, all plundered by the Japanese
occupation forces.”  Again, Fukumitsu denied that the
Awa Maru was a treasure ship.

Charles McDougald, the man tasked by the Aquino
Administration to find out the truth, both about the
legendary treasure of Yamashita and the Marcos gold,
disagrees with Fukumitsu.  In his best-seller, Asian Loot,
McDougald writes:

“There are stories that a relative of the Emperor
devised this grand scheme (like the Awa Maru case),

along with Field Marshall Hisaichi Terauchi, commander
of the Southern Command in the Pacific.  The Fourteenth
Army in the Philippines was a part of this command....
Supposedly the gold, silver, coins and jewels were sorted
and crated at the country of origin before being shipped.
This visible cargo was either destined for the Philippines
or for Japan via the Philippines, since the route usually
included a stop there.  Most of the treasure was
transported there first, and for whatever reason most of it
never left there.”

In 1970, interest in the fabled Yamashita Treasure was
renewed with the discovery of a golden Buddha by
Rogelio Roxas, from the mountains surrounding Baguio.
This time, Fukumitsu did not come out with a denial.

Rogelio Roxas, a locksmith from Baguio, started
treasure hunting in 1962.  He went around the provinces
of Nueva Vizcaya, Nueva Ecija, Cagayan and the
Pinatubo area but never found more than a few old coins
and some Japanese weapons and ammunition.  In May
1970, a Japanese named Fushugami gave Roger a map
showing a treasure site.  Fushugami claimed to have been
part of a war corps of engineers who had buried some
treasure at the height of Yamashita’s retreat.

Aside from this rare discovery by Roxas, no other
evidence indicating that the treasure of Yamashita really
existed was ever found.  Clearly, the Japanese succeeded
in shipping everything that was looted to Japan.  It was to
be Tokyo’s solid investment and contribution to the all-
powerful rulers of the world, the Illuminati, which helped
transform Japan into a superpower despite its humiliating
defeat in the hands of the Allied Forces.

Others, however, insisted that the bulk of the missing
treasure was still in the Philippines.  Some linked the
fabled wealth to the equally famous Marcos Gold Haul.
One of those who showed exceptional interest in the
search for the elusive gold bullion was Charles
McDougald, who stumbled upon the story of a treasure
hunt headed by Marcos while working on a book about
the Filipino strongman.

“After the revolution, twenty-two Louis Vuitton
suitcases were found at a home in the exclusive suburb of
Dasmarinas Village.  The suitcases were secured with
locks and tape and appeared ready to be shipped
somewhere.  An inventory placed their value at P236
million ($11.5 million).  In addition, a Greek jeweler was
stopped at the airport before he could leave with several
suitcases of jewelry, which he admitted belonged to Imelda.
They were valued at P15 million ($732,000).  More pieces
were found stored in the vault at the Central Bank.”

Other expensive items like jars of perfumes, dresses
and shoes were also included in the inventory.  Today,
however, no one can say whether [or not] the items are
still intact.  Talk has it that certain influential relatives of
Cory Aquino borrowed some [pieces] of the jewelry and
never returned them.  [H:  Wow, it begins to have some
rather sinister aspects, does it not?]

McDougald was involved in quite a number of
diggings overseen by the Aquino Administration, although
no official admission of a gold discovery was ever issued
by him or by any of those involved in the operation.
Thus, no one could ascertain how much of the Marcos
gold bullion still remained untouched.  The Napindan
Channel digging was one of the more successful
operations to date.

In June 1992, industrialist Enrique “EZ” Zobel called for
a press conference in Manila and revealed that Marcos had
shown him a thick sheaf of gold certificates in 1988, the value
of which was estimated at $35 billion, for which Marcos
expressed his desire to give most of the gold back to the
Filipino people.  Marcos and Zobel worked closely to set up
a foundation for this purpose.  Unfortunately, Marcos died in
September 1989, even before the papers could be signed.

The truth of the matter is, Marcos had since been
certain about the rich Zobel’s close association with the
Americans.  So in his deep desire to make known to a few
credible witnesses his intentions to give back the majority
of his earthly possessions to the Filipino people, he
personally hand-picked Zobel to opportunely confide his
wishes to, while at the same time putting out in the open
exactly how much his wealth was truly worth.  In fact, he
deliberately altered his own signature to mislead any
possible forgers or impostors after having duly updated
and rearranged all his existing accounts in 1987.  The
document in Zobel’s possession is just one of those with
his deliberately altered signature.

Marcos’ new accounts cannot be touched without four
required factors being met: Imee Marcos or General
Fabian Ver for FM’s side; the Philippine Government; the
new trustees and the bank concerned, with the entire palm
imprint of the assigned trustees accompanying the
certificate legibly signed by Marcos himself—
FERDINAND EMMANUEL EDRALIN MARCOS.  The
Philippine government’s participation in the claim, as
required by the Marcos will, will warrant the fulfillment of
his will and testament: to give to the Filipino people that
which is now rightfully due them.

Apart from the Zobel declaration, there were also the
Hirschfield tapes, wherein Marcos clearly admitted that he
still had gold buried in the Philippines valued at $14
billion.  With these findings, McDougald could only
comment, “Most stories about the golden treasure are fairy
tales, but this one isn’t.”

CHAPTER 8
OPERATION TUNA HIGHWAY

“How could anybody have 600 metric tons of World
War II gold tucked away in his basement?  And 1,000
tons more in his beach cottage, and 500 tons more in the
basement of a warehouse down the street?  Plus still some
more on four levels beneath a nearby bank?”

With these questions in mind, it is obvious that
Sterling Seagrave, author of The Marcos Dynasty, is
convinced that the fabled Yamashita Treasure and the
Marcos Gold Haul are one and the same thing.  But how
could this be possible when, according to this same
investigative author, “Ferdinand went into partnership with
various Yakuza bosses and the CIA, helping them finance
intrigues from Australia to Iran, in return for CIA help,
airlifting out the contents of his vaults?”  If this were so,
why was there no leakage of information to the U.S. and
Japanese governments or the powerful Trilateral
Commission, knowing how these groups operate?  The
world’s financial oligarchy has been searching for
Yamashita’s treasure since 1945.  Wouldn’t it have been
proper for them to be informed of its discovery?

“Operation Tuna Highway”, the secret hauling
operation, involved huge shipments “with total sums so
large that they strain credibility to the breaking point”.
Why did the CIA do nothing to intercept such “Cassandra
Crossings”, when they were in a good position to do so?  The
gold hoard was soon gradually, and in trickles, moved after
Martial Law, before the strongman’s ouster from power.

At this point, we reiterate what we earlier said:  The
Japanese Imperial Forces successfully shipped out all of the
alleged Yamashita Treasure from Singapore to Tokyo prior to
America bombing Hiroshima and Nagasaki.  So where did
Marcos get his fabulous wealth?  From the Central Bank?

“Massive secret gold shipments did take place from
the Philippines during the twenty years Ferdinand was
President.  This gold did not originate in the Central Bank
or from mines like Benguet, although it was often
presented as such,” Seagrave admits.  “To be sure, gold was
stolen regularly from Benguet by its own employees.  The
original mines, situated in the crater of an extinct volcano,
were plagued by theft.  Miners called ‘high graders’ smuggled
out the best ore, pilfering 16 percent of gold production each
year and selling it to a Chinese syndicate.”

It was an entirely different ballgame in the case of the
Marcos shipments, “since the quantities involved were far
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in excess of the Philippine government’s known bullion
reserves.”  According to Seagrave’s informants, “Most of
the Marcos gold seems to have been sold through
Australian, American, Japanese and European
intermediaries to oil-rich Middle Eastern syndicates,
using devious methods designed to avoid agitating world
gold prices.  Other secret deals were made directly to the
gold pools in Zurich and London, where they were
referred to as the ‘Marcos Black Eagle’ deals.  Still other
contracts appear to have been arranged through the
scandal-ridden Vatican Bank, headed by American
Bishop Paul Marcinkus.”  Marcinkus was one of those
especially assigned to secure Pope John Paul II during
his visit to the Philippines in 1995.

It is no secret that prices of gold are set by the
London gold cartel, operating as “The London Five”.
These are: (1) Moccata & Goldsmid; (2) Sharps Pixley;
(3) Johnson Matthey; (4) Rothschild’s; and (5) Samuel
Montagu.  It would have been natural for Marcos to have
coursed part of his gold haul through the international gold
pools.  But what is puzzling is the Vatican’s involvement in
purely secular matters like gold shipments—unless, the papal
State has interests to protect.

During his valedictory dinner with billionaire-
industrialist Enrique Zobel, Marcos spoke about giving
the Roman Catholic Church 10 percent of the gold for
use in its foreign missions.

Why the Church of Rome, in particular?  Why not
his native Aglipay Church or, better yet, the Iglesia ni
Kristo (INK) which had always supported him politically?
Could it be true, after all, that a bigger chunk of Marcos’
hidden wealth originally belonged to the Vatican?

This is no idle speculation, particularly in the light
of Seagrave’s findings that the Marcos gold shipments,
which involved thousands of metric tons, were “mostly
in bars of exotic sizes marked with peculiar symbols not
normally used in the international gold trade... with the
recurring ‘AAA’ markings.”

A great deal of gold coming from Australia in the
past had been poured into ingots, many of which were
stamped “AAA”—a trademark familiar to expert traders
in London and Australia.  Also commonplace Down
Under were ingots transferred there for safekeeping from
the Dutch East Indies at the outbreak of World War II,
stamped “Sumatra Lloyd”, later sold to moneyed
Australians.  But Yamashita’s forces never reached the
Land of the Kangaroos!

Unable to hide inconsistencies in his arguments
that Yamashita’s treasure and Marcos’ Gold Haul are
one and the same thing, Seagrave tells of an encounter
with an American executive who revealed to him that
“the gold bullion did not belong to Ferdinand Marcos,
although he controlled it.”  The gold bullion belonged
to “twelve other countries that were trying to get it
back”.  If this is true, Marcos was entitled to the usual
finder’s fee of 50 percent.

Couldn’t this be the same principle being applied
by the Ramos Administration in its dealings with the
banking Mafia and other claimant countries in the
appropriation of the proverbial pie, where every
claimant can be happy once accorded its slice of the
whole, thus auspiciously averting the global banking
collapse and, at the same time, domestically, saving
the Philippine economy?

[END OF QUOTING PART 3]
So, this “once upon a time...” story begins to take

some shape, doesn’t it?  Well, if you don’t see it yet,
hold your breath, for you—if you know us—will
begin to see a picture forming here.

And no, that gold did not and does not belong to
any “12 different countries”—it belongs to US who
left it against this day in the hour of change for a
world in torment.  And how is your day?

Love Dad
dharma

Part 4
2/18/00—#2 (13-186)

Fri., February 18, 2000, Year 13, Day 186
Manila, Philippines

CHAPTER 9
TIME TO BUILD A REAL NATION

President Marcos’ new society was “a period marked
by unprecedented graft and corruption”, wrote William
Rempel of the Los Angeles Times.  “Unrestrained by an
independent legislature or a free press, Marcos and his
wife looted billions of dollars from the impoverished
nation’s treasury.  The Marcoses’ own financial records,
many of which were seized by agents of the U.S.
Customs Service in 1986, showed that the President held
secret ownership in virtually every industry in that
nation—from mining operations and insurance agencies
to pineapple plantations and automobile distributorships.”

Just like historian Stanley Karnow, Rempel is of the
opinion that the much talked-about Marcos wealth was
acquired through kickbacks and other fraudulent means.
For example, Karnow sensationalizes the indictment on
October 22, 1988 by a New York grand jury, of the
Marcoses and eight others, including Adnan Khashoggi,
who were accused of embezzling more than $100 million
from the Philippine government to acquire three
Manhattan buildings, allegedly defrauding American
banks to finance the deal.  “The investigation,” Karnow
adds, “also revealed twenty secret Marcos accounts in a
Swiss bank and other clandestine deposits elsewhere.”

So far, none of those accusations have produced
positive results for the Philippine government.  As of this
writing, the Philippine government has yet to receive $500
million from the Union Bank of Switzerland, the first ever
to admit that Marcos did, indeed, hold an account with them.

In fact, Karnow admits that the regime which took
over from Marcos was a big letdown.  “Particularly
dramatic were the skepticism, disappointment and
apprehension of the groups that had vaulted Cory into
power: the intellectuals, businessmen, clergy and Army.”
The Army’s five coup attempts during her first 500 days in
office were enough to frustrate whatever socio-economic
plans her advisers had drawn up for the country.

Instead of leading the newly restored “democratic”
government to peace and prosperity as she vowed during
the last days of the Marcos regime, Cory Aquino,
assisted by her sanctimonious spiritual adviser, Cardinal
Jaime Sin, concentrated on passing the blame to her dead
predecessor for her failure to improve the country’s
condition.  Many were simply reminded of her husband’s
prophetic words in the summer of 1983.  Lamenting the
fact that after Marcos would come the deluge, Ninoy
stated, “If you made me President of the Philippines
today... in six months I would be smelling like horseshit.
Because there’s nothing I can do.  I cannot provide
employment.  I cannot bring prices down; I cannot stop
the criminality spawned by economic difficulties.”

Not even Rempel’s insulting description of
Ferdinand Marcos in his book, Delusions of a Dictator,
will help alleviate the plight of millions of Filipinos
whose economic state has gone from bad to worse since
1986.  Only the Marcos Gold Haul, wisely used, will
transform the Philippines into a vibrant economic tiger.
And no less than industrialist Enrique Zobel echoes this
observation:  “It is not yet too late... Perhaps if the next
President of the Philippines and the Marcos heirs can
come to an amicable settlement of the issue, we can all
benefit from it.  Otherwise, our people stand to lose all
of the wealth that Mr. Marcos apparently had deposited
in various parts of the world, with his bankers being all
the richer for it and us all the poorer.”

It is said that, “History is nothing but a recorded lie.”
Unfortunately, Karnow and Rempel have not changed all
that.  Prejudice rides herd over historical writing.

The new breed of revolutionary Filipinos, the self-styled
liberals of today’s secret societies, are seeing a marvelous
opportunity for themselves in this.  Just like their
grandfathers, they know that the only American policy
toward the Philippines and other former Spanish colonies has
been, consistently, to help fan the fires of revolution.  U.S.
Presidents Polk and Buchanan easily distinguished
themselves the most by carrying out this imperialist policy,
which until today is pursued by America’s leaders.

There are many insights in Philippine history which
have been suppressed by the U.S. Government through State
Department carpetbaggers and spooks from the CIA and
other related agencies, all of which are making things hard
for contending political factions in the Philippines to “get
their act together” for the good of the country and its people.

Americans will always stick their fingers into our
political, educational and cultural institutions, always
attempting to carve us “in their image”.  But for as long
as genuine patriotism prevails in these 7,100 islands, their
dream of installing a permanent empire in the Philippines
will never succeed.

President Ferdinand Marcos has bequeathed to us
eighty percent of his wealth.  It’s time we recover it and
build for ourselves a truly great nation.

It has been assessed that the total worth of the
earthly possessions of the late President Marcos runs to
a trillion dollars, inclusive of interest earnings from the
gold bullion certificates, precious metal certificates,
bonds, securities and real estate holdings.

[H:  OK, EVERYBODY, GO BACK AND
REREAD THIS CHAPTER AT LEAST THREE
TIMES AND THE LAST PAGE OR SO AT LEAST
FIVE TIMES!

[I ALSO SUGGEST YOU PAY VERY, VERY
CAREFUL ATTENTION TO THIS NEXT CHAPTER
AND PERHAPS YOU WILL STOP ASSAULTING
MY TEAM AND HAVE A BIT MORE RESPECT
FOR PEOPLE THAT PUT THEIR VERY LIVES
ON THE LINE TO CREATE AND PRESENT A
BETTER WORLD.  YOU ARE GOING TO FIND
OUT ABOUT THINGS BACKING THE “SUPER-
FUND” AND PLAYERS INVOLVED IN
DESTRUCTION OF BOTH THE PHILIPPINES
AND THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.]

CHAPTER 10
THE BATTERING RAM

Since the search for the so-called Marcos Fortune began,
the nation has been treated to all sorts of reports about cash
being stashed in the banks of Switzerland, and gold bullion
at Fort Knox, the Bank of England and many places in the
Philippines.  The diggings at Fort Santiago, sanctioned by no
less than President Aquino’s National Security Adviser,
showed how much the government put its faith in the story
of the hidden gold treasure.

The diggings have stopped but, unknown to the public,
a small group of men continues to operate at People’s
Television 4 station under the tutelage of Conrado Limcaoco
Jr., for no higher purpose than to pursue leads about the
Yamashita Treasure with the assistance of Noel Soriano, the
National Security Adviser of Cory Aquino.

In the last failed coup, military rebels claimed to have
carted away from PTV-4, documents pertaining to this gold
search.  On the basis of these papers, the Rebolusyonaryong
Alyansang Makabayan—Soldiers of the Filipino People
Young Officers Union—claimed that the Limcaoco group
had recovered some gold and had gathered facts that lead
them to believe the Yamashita Treasure exists but they
appeared determined to hide this from the Filipino people.

Limcaoco denies the charges.  But he does not deny the
existence of his work and what he has been doing.  He says
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that the group’s task is to evaluate every bit of information
that comes along, without prejudging it.  Most of what
comes along is mind-boggling, but Limcaoco says he is not
prepared to reject anything.

Based on the group’s work, on October 10, 1989,
Limcaoco’s staff prepared the draft of a report to
President Aquino, which proposes to tell all.  Limcaoco
says he never signed the letter, and that it was not sent
at all.  But even without the final signature, and without
it having been sent, the letter reads better than a story,
whether factual or fictional.

The following is Limcaoco’s letter to Mrs. Aquino:

FOR YOUR EYES ONLY

10 October 1989

CORAZON C. AQUINO
President of the Philippines
Malacanang, Manila

Dear Mrs. President,

I have never wavered in my commitment to serve
you and our people over the past few years.  Even in our
bleakest moments, I was confident we would triumph—
and thus far, we have.

In the course of tracking down the right-wing
military adventurists, a task which is continuing, we have
unearthed a story—parts of which you may have heard
before—but which we feel deserves a serious second
glance at this particular historical conjuncture.

I ask you to please read through this report personally
and not show or pass it on to other officials of this
government until we have had the chance to meet, should
you feel such a meeting is necessary after going through this.

Please suspend your judgment and disbelief and know
that this report was written after much in-depth intelligence
work and soul-searching on my part.

I.   Background/Premises
Our work thus far supports the contention that the

Yamashita Treasure does exist and appears to be the
basis for the Marcos’ hidden wealth.  What has been
recovered and sequestered to date is not even the tip of
the proverbial iceberg.

Over 90% of the world’s legal and illegal gold
production were in Asia at the outbreak of World War II.
Why?  History will tell us why.  From the galleon trade
where spices and silk were traded for gold and other precious
metals to the days before World War II when the Europeans,
fearing a war in the West, moved their gold to their Asian
colonies and former colonies for safekeeping.  Thus, England
moved their gold to Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and
Australia—France to Vietnam, and so forth.  The rest you
know.  The Japanese brought the gold here and had to leave
it here as they retreated in defeat.

From 1967 to 1973, Cipirino Garcia Sta. Romana found
some of this gold and began shipping it out of the country,
mostly to the PROC (Peoples Republic of China).  In 1973/
4, Sta. Romana signed a power of attorney over the gold to
Marcos.  More of the treasure was found with the help of
treasure maps, foreign treasure hunters and the AFP (many
of the retired generals now in Hawaii) in subsequent years.
It was either (1) shipped out as is, (2) laundered via the
Central Bank reminting facilities and through other means
and then shipped out, or (3) reburied under the custodianship
of trusted subalterns or heirs.  Further, there reportedly is still
35-37% of the treasure still to be discovered—which the
likes of Noel Soriano and company have set their eyes on.

II.  The Global Implications
There is a forty (40) year period within which another

country may claim treasure/property taken from it with
another country.  This period lapsed in November 1985.

An interesting question is—who owns the gold?  Or
better still—who wants the gold?  Technically, now the

people of the Philippines can lay some claim to the gold,
assuming Marcos was not an innocent “finder” or “treasure
hunter” entitled to a share, but instead used his position and
influence to find it, ship it out and even sell some of it.  To
answer the questions—

The countries of Europe want the gold!  They believe
much of it was theirs to begin with.  They want or need it
so much they are even willing to buy some of it back.  A
1983/84 sale we are reconstructing indicates that the 11
monarchs of Europe syndicated a deal involving over 120
banks with the Bank of England as the lead bank to buy
back some of the gold.  This transaction is known by the
code JOB/HK/25, which I will detail later.

The 12 Asian countries conquered and plundered by
Japan in World War II want the gold!  They believe they
have a stake in this as it was from their countries that the
Japanese took it from.  Marcos struck deals with many of
these Asian countries.  He shipped back some of the gold to
them in return for the share in the booty.  For example, the
gold shipped back to Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and
India are reportedly split now at 70% for the particular
country and 30% for Marcos.  Japan allegedly has been
promised 50% of Marcos’ 30% in these Asian settlements.
Mrs. Yamashita has alleged shares in some of the gold stock
in Asia.  I will also detail this later in this report.

The United States of America wants some of the gold!
The U.S. had virtually no gold of its own to begin with.
They need it to back their currency and to stave off
economic difficulties.  Marcos shipped large stocks of gold
to the U.S.A.  Marcos allegedly committed to sell 300,000
metric tons of the gold to the U.S.  Obviously, the Asian
countries and the Europeans would look with displeasure at
this—if they knew about it or could prove it.  We have
evidence that at least 2 major sales were negotiated with CIA
and U.S. Treasury front organizations in 1983/4 and 1984/
5.  One of these transactions in 1984/5, code-named YAB42,
was apparently aborted because of a difference in payment
terms.  The U.S. offered 20% in cash and 80% in U.S.
Government securities.

Marcos wanted 80% in cash and 20% in securities.  The
amount involved is staggering.  A taped conversation with
one of the buyer negotiators indicates that senior executive
officials of the U.S. Government during the period had to get
Congressional approval to increase the U.S. foreign debt to
accommodate this deal.  As late as mid-1986, U.S. officials
were trying to convince Marcos to conclude the deal in
Hawaii.  In 1987, feelers from their front organizations—e.g.,
Navegacion Global’s Mr. Bullock—were sent to this
Government.  (A letter from Mr. Bullock was received by
Malacanang Records Office last October 8, 1987 and is
enclosed as Annex A.)  I believe some of our people may
have even sat with Mr. Bullock.  I do not think they knew
what Bullock was really up to—or understood or believed
him if he told them.  We allegedly have gold sitting in U.S.
depositories—which the U.S. Government wants badly.
They reportedly cannot release their new “rainbow dollars”
(multicolored dollar bills) that are already printed without this
gold to back it up.

III.  The Marcos Scheme of Things
Marcos compartmentalized this whole operation so that

very few could piece it all together.  We have managed to
assemble quite a number of Marcos’ real operating people—
those that shipped the gold out, found the buyers, negotiated
the transactions.  We are slowly piecing the puzzle together.

For each Marcos account, whether in cash or in
bullion, there are assigned trustees and signatories—some
of whom do not even know each other.  There are secret
bank/depository arrangements such as access code and
security countersigns.

Before his death, Marcos organized what is called THE
UMBRELLA, a network of 54 people whose task is to
manage these assets in the event of his death.  In theory, The
Umbrella, not Mrs. Marcos or his children, would execute
his will.  At least two members of The Umbrella’s inner core
of about one dozen are already working with us.  The

Umbrella has never been tested in action before.  Marcos has
never died before.  Those who now work with me, tell me
that the Chairman of The Umbrella is a very decent man
who can be talked to on behalf of our nation.  Apparently,
there is no sharp cleavage between this group (family, heirs,
followers, etc.) and Imelda’s.  Most of what we know is
FM’s, not Imelda’s.  It is doubtful that even she would know
all of FM’s holdings.  The destabilization efforts will most
probably come from Imelda’s camp—not surprisingly.
Marcos is reported to have revised his will a few months
before he died, asking former Solicitor General Estelito
Mendoza to Hawaii for this purpose.  Imelda was reported
vehemently against the revision.  We are trying, through The
Umbrella, to get a copy of this will.

Exactly how much gold is involved?  The estimates
vary, and understandably so because of the complex
shipping procedures and the compartmentalized nature of
the operation.

I have seen documents saying that the gold under the
control of The Umbrella (there are smaller stocks not
reported to or controlled by The Umbrella) is in the
neighborhood of 1.33 million metric tons (MT).  Whether
one believes this figure or a lesser figure is not material,
given the magnitude of the entire scenario.  One metric ton
of gold is worth about $11 million.  The Philippines’ annual
gold production is estimated at between 40-60 metric tons.
The world’s “legal” annual gold production, which is
regulated by the London gold cartel so as not to upset gold
prices as well as the value of currencies of the world, is
estimated at between 1,200 to 1,400 metric tons.

So, where is the gold?  How much of it have we
traced thus far?

IV.  Where is it?
Our sources left out the volume figures for countries

other than the United States, which are relevant for
understanding points raised in other sections of the report.
We do have the detailed breakdown of these other accounts
in the other countries but thought it best to omit these for
now.  The volume/amounts involved are staggering and may
be subject to misinterpretation.  There is admittedly a
possibility in some instances of double-counting an entry
because of the process of shipping and laundering the gold
from one country to another.  We can present the figures per
country and per bank should you wish to see them.

Whatever volume figures are ultimately believed or
proven, the magnitude remains astounding.  The gold was
shipped out in a span of more than a decade from the late
sixties to the mid-eighties.  In the later frenzied stages, from
1983-85, all forms of transport were used, from commercial
and/or chartered ocean vessels and aircraft to the military
aircraft of the Philippines.

A. Asia
1. PROC—in various depositories in Southern China &
Switzerland; joint IRM/FM stock
—an amount allegedly given to Mao Tse Tung by IRM,
1973, now with Madam Mao
2. Singapore—in three banks in Singapore; banks and
signatories identified
—an amount reportedly given to Lee Kuan Yew by IRM
in 1975, now in Tatlee Bank, Singapore
3. Malaysia—in Bank Negara (Central Bank), shipped 1973
4. Indonesia—in at least 4 banks in Jakarta, 9,600 MT
sold in 1987 for FM to Union Bank of Switzerland
5. India—in various depositories; one 94-year-old trustee
identified
6. Hong Kong—in 10 Hong Kong banks; banks,
signatories, account numbers, etc. identified
7. Marianas—in private storage, IRM’s stock; trustee
identified
8. Palau—in private storage, IRM’s stock, trustee identified
9. Philippines—4,600 pieces, 75 kgs. in 18 identified
banks in Metro Manila
—more in private storage, some identified
—more still to be dug up estimated at 400,000 MT

[END PART 4]
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EJE Status Report
9/15/06 (20-30)

Fri., Sept. 15, 2006 7:00 PM Year 20, Day 30
Manila, Philippines

RE: FOUNDATION, GAIA ET AL.
MANILA, PHILIPPINES

My las t  s ta tus  repor t  was  8 /12/06 ,  jus t
yesterday.  I surely cannot complain about time
dragging; more like whooshing.

FOUNDATION

Progress?  Maybe I should attempt to define
progress, the objectives we have, and then it will
be  eas ie r  to  t rack  progress .   F i r s t  a  l i t t l e
background.  The Peruvian bond called Bonus
3392 was payable in gold but we could not
collect that much gold from the U.S. Treasury or
the FED.  Even if they had agreed to pay it, it
would have to be in more “valueless” fiat paper
because they didn’t have enough gold and would
not give up what they had.  Russell Munk, the
Chief Legal Officer of the UST, said that we
could use the UST debt as banking reserves to
buy gold offshore if we could find a cooperative
bank, preferably a Central Bank that would issue
the money to buy the gold.  That led to the
invention of the GAIA Program wherein we offer
two-and-one-half times as much collateral (in the
form of  the  GAIA DEED) so  tha t  there  i s
enough gold purchased for  a  Joint  Venture
Partner Project Proponent to get the funds he
needs for his project and leave half for GAIA in
the form of gold.

We were already aware that there was a lot
of gold in the Philippines due to the adventures
of Mike Blinston/Rose, Father Ed Cleary, and
Gunther Russbacher so when Commander Hatonn
suggested that we could help Imelda Marcos
rec la im some of  her  weal th  tha t  had  been
wrongly claimed by the Philippine government
and that government had just been turned into a
friendly government by the election of Joseph
Estrada,  a  fr iend of  Imelda,  off  we f lew to
Mani la ,  expec t ing  to  have  i t  se t  up  and
operational in a couple of weeks.  When we
failed to break through the screen to Imelda we
were advised to back off and try another route
directly to the government.  It turned out that the
screen around Estrada was just as impenetrable
as the one around Imelda.

The World Gold Council was reporting that
the Philippines had 200 plus metric tons of gold
as reserves worth some $2 billion in its Central
Bank so we proceeded to issue a few DEEDs on
the theory that as soon as we got started more
gold would come in.  After a few months we
learned that there was no, or very little, gold left
in the CB, that it had been shipped to London
where it could be “leased out” to provide some
income, meaning that there was no gold left in
the CB.  In retrospect, we have to suspect that

Remembrance of Trillions Lost
And if memory serves, before that,  from

1985 to 1987, he was under secretary of defense
for planning and resources, and held various
senior Pentagon posts in the Reagan madhouse.
Before  that  wi th  the  Congress ional  Budget
Office.  Then on to Corporate VP of Systems
Planning Corporation,  a high-tech research,
analysis, and manufacturing firm, then Chief
Execut ive  Off icer  and  Pres ident  of  SPC
International, Inc.  In 1998, Zakheim, expert in
ballistic missiles, worked with the Rumsfeld
Commission.  And more, yes, he is a long-time
Bush crony, policy advisor to Governor Bush in
the 2000 campaign theft.  Yes, it all comes back.

In fact, in addition to his System Planning
Corporation stewardship, he co-authored the now
infamous article, “Rebuilding America’s Defenses:
Strategy, forces and Resources for a New Century”,
published, yes, by The Project for a New American
Century (PNAC) in September 2000, exactly a year
before 9/11.  In his piece, he gave us that now
infamous page 51 on which he wrote that “the
process of transformation, even if i t  brings
revolutionary change, is likely to be a long one,
absent some catastrophic and catalyzing event, like
a new Pearl Harbor.” Merde.

I’m aware this is old history but it’s flashing
back, saying look at me, don’t forget.   SPC
produced remote control airborne vehicle
technologies, and Zakheim had the Pentagon means
to pay for them.  Also, System Planning
Corporation markets the technology to take over the
controls of an airborne vehicle already in flight.
For example the Flight Termination System
technology could literally hijack the hijackers and
land the plane safely wherever it wanted.

The Flight Termination System can be used
with  the  CTS technology tha t  can  ac tual ly
control up to eight vehicles at the same time.
Just go to SPC’s site.  It’s all there, better than
United Flight 93 or Oliver Stone’s sleepy World
Trade  Center .   I t  a l l  comes  back now:  the
technology developed in the late ’70s after the
first  terror hijackings that then got into the
wrong hands.  And Zakheim’s proximity to what
Stephen St. John calls the Command Control
Communications Network in DC interwoven with
a cousin network of Zionic if not bionic neo-
cons.  Merde. Je ne suis pas fou. I am not crazy.
They are.

And so one is left with that aftertaste of acrid
smoke, lingering for months, a huge gray cloud
hovering over the WTC ruin, the sharp blue sky of
September, the white gold sun ennobling it with an
eerie beauty even in catastrophe.  One remembers,
even when one wishes to forget.  But remember we
must, over and over, and learn the lesson, or be
doomed to live it again.  Merde.

Jerry Mazza is a freelance writer who lives in
New York, not far from that huge hole in the city’s
soul.  Reach him at. <gvmaz@verizon.net>.

Copyright ©1998-2006 Online Journal
[END QUOTING]

This well researched article reaches back in
time to investigate the career and meteoric rise
to power of Rabbi Dov Zakheim.  This elite
minion simply “lost track of” $2.3 TRILLION.
Oh, well?  Events like 9-11 are the result of
long-term diabolical planning and looking at Mr.
Zakheim’s credentials leaves little room to doubt
his part.  We thank Jerry Mazza for permission
to reprint this piece.

[QUOTING:]

RECHERCHE DU TRILLIONS PERDU
By Jerry Mazza, Online Journal, 7/20/06

Pardon my bebop French ,  paraphras ing
Marcel Proust’s famous novel, Recherché Du
Temps Perdu ,  which is  about his  childhood
memories flashed to life by a piece of tea-soaked
toast whose taste reminds him of a childhood
cookie.   In my case,  Recherché du tri l l ions
perdu  (Remembrance  of  t r i l l ions  los t )  was
triggered by seeing that tidbit Donald Rumsfeld
gave  us  on  September  10 ,  2001:  tha t  the
Pentagon could not account for $2.3 trillion
dollars.  It had vanished in the rabbit hole and
the story was buried the next day under the
rubble of 911.  Merde.

And in  fac t  Rummy lamented  tha t  was
$8,000 for  every man,  woman and chi ld  in
America.  One Jim Minnery, a former marine
turned whistle-blower,  r isked his job at  the
Defense Finance And Accounting Service when
he asked about the millions missing from one
defense  agency‘s  balance sheets .   Minnery
attempted to follow the money, criss-crossing the
country looking for clues, only to have his boss
look at him and say, “Why do you care about
this stuff.”  He was reassigned and the booboo
written off.

And the memory flashes forward to January
31, 2005, and the Pentagon announces that Rabbi
Dov Zakheim, the Pentagon Comptroller, has
Misplaced a Trillion Dollars.  In fact, al Jazeera
(of  a l l  news  out le t s )  repor ted  a  “Genera l
Account ing  Off ice  repor t  found Defence
inventory systems so lax that the U.S. Army lost
track of 56 airplanes, 32 tanks and 36 Javelin
missile command launch-units.”  How could all
this have been lost in my memory?  Of course,
Rabbi Zackheim resigned, complaining that the
pressure of keeping track of all that loot was too
much trouble.

Yet this conflicts with other reports saying
Dov was the Mastermind Behind 911.  In fact,
the Stephen St. John Article tells us that Dov
Zakheim was chief executive officer of System
Planning Corporation’s International Division,
tha t  i s ,  yes  i t ’ s  a l l  coming  back  now,  t i l l
Pres ident  George  W.  Bush  made  h im
undersecretary of defense and comptroller of the
Pentagon.  In fact, he rose like a star over the
Pentagon’s  labyr in th  of  marb le  ha l lways ,
boardrooms, inner and innermost offices.
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the gold was put  into a “high yield trading
program” and lost like so much other money
going into that financial “black hole”.  The
In te rna t iona l  Bankers  a re  per fec t ly  happy
fleecing nations as well as corporations, counties
( remember  Orange  County ,  Cal i forn ia—$3
billion), cities and pension plans all around the
world.  Finding no gold here in the CB and
being told that there was other treasure-type
gold, we changed our program to require that the
Project Proponent locate and assure GAIA of
sufficient gold to fully fund his DEED.  We
soon had a whole cadre of  Marcos minions
fetching Project Proponents to get DEEDs to use
up all of the gold they had “rights” to.  What we
didn’t know was that some of them were getting
front money from the Project Proponents, which
is not legal and when we learned about that we
terminated our relationship with most of them and
cancelled most of the DEEDs issued to their Joint
Venture Partners

We still needed a supply of gold, however, and
so we kept the door open to people who wanted to
furnish the real gold first and then get their DEED.
We have sorted through more than 100 and still no
real gold.  They have been abused by the CB, the
police and military to the point that they don’t dare
bring forth any gold for fear that they will be tor-
tured to tell where the treasure is hidden so we really
need a friendly government that will provide protec-
tion and amnesty to those who can supply the gold.
That is a long introduction to why we got involved
with the Foundation but locating 400,000 metric tons
of gold having been leased to the government with
the lease ready to expire was, and is, attractive, es-
pecially as it is backed up by many court cases and
documents.  It is all on the GAIA website under
Tallano Foundation, Documents.  It is illustrated
beautifully by Ron’s Power Point Presentation plus
movie that only takes a click of the mouse on the
movie button under the main menu on the home page
of the website: www.globalallianceassn.com.  He has
changed it a bit to be more graphic so you might want
to play it again.

With that background, discussing goals and
objectives should be more meaningful.  Many of
you will recall that we were supposed to plan and
execute a “model city” at Tehachapi, complete with
Futuronic Studio, premanufactured Dome Homes,
and so forth.  We had estimated the cost of that
model to be about $2 billion.  Of course that was
15 years ago and prices have gone up.  Are we still
supposed to do that?  I don’t know; I do know that
we are supposed to do this and maybe it took that
to get us to do this.

We came to Manila to raise money for a lot
of projects, including Sipapu and the movie set
at the Robbers Roost and it was only after we
got here and could see the desperate conditions
tha t  the  f inanc ia l  depreda t ions  of  the
International Banking Cartel (IBC) had caused in
this part of the world that we began to see the
bigger picture.  When we started trying to figure
out how they did it and what could be done to
“fix” it, it finally dawned on us that the GAIA
Program could be used to put a gold base under

currencies worldwide and unwind the strings of
money control that had been used by the IBC
and their fiat currency coupled with debt and
usury to enslave whole nations.  When Doris
used to say, “It just grows bigger and bigger—
it is too big for us,” that is what she referred to,
not the amount of money involved.  To think of
unenslaving 6 plus billion people in the face of
the most powerful forces on the planet was more
than she could manage most of the time.  When
God/Aton/Allah reassured us that it could be
done she could go back to the keyboard to keep
us moving in the right direction.

When the  wor ld ly  f inanc ia l  wizards
pontificate that the gold market will drop out of
sight if more than a few hundred tons are put up
for sale, one wonders how the value of the gold
and  any  cur renc ies  based  thereon  wi l l  be
maintained in the face of the knowledge that
there are suddenly a known 400,000 tons all
mined, refined, and in bullion bar form.  We
soon figured out that that is what the GAIA 50%
is for:  to act  as a “Gold Price Stabilization
Fund”.  With the cooperation of its participating
Central Banks, GAIA can stand ready to buy or
sell virtually any amount of gold that comes to
market, or that someone else wants to buy, at a
price that maintains all gold-based currencies at
a par with each other.

The effect is to remove the profit  from
“currency trading” and remove the control of
currency values from the IBC and its daily “London
Fix” via the IMF.  This permits every nation to
control the amount and value of its currency so that
it can develop and pay for its infrastructure without
any outside funding or the payment of any interest
to foreign lenders or investors.  Just being able to
keep its money at home will  make a huge
difference and when the participating nations
realize that they do not need to tax their people and
they do not need to sell their natural resources to
get “foreign exchange” with which to buy needed
commodities from other nations, they will have
regained their sovereignty.

There are additional objectives,  some of
which fit with the Foundation.  For instance,
President Marcos and President Ronald Reagan
are alleged to have jointly planned and partially
implemented a  program cal led Ang Bagong
Lipunan  (ABL) ,  which  was  a  go ld-based
currency printed in the Philippines.  It is said
that they exported thousands of tons of gold to
some 50-60 nations to serve as the basis for the
ABL and were stopped by the IBC-orchestrated
kidnapping  of  Marcos  and  h is  cont inu ing
detention in Hawaii.  Some or all of that gold
may have been taken from the 400,000 tons
leased by the government and, if so, that gold
still belongs to the Foundation.  GAIA has a
plan that will allow the receiving nation to take
possession of the gold in exchange for debt to
the  Foundat ion  wi th  no  d is rupt ion  of  the
international financial structure.

The back pages of this issue and the previous
issue of CONTACT show actions that are being
taken to gain control of the formerly leased gold

and the information under the Tallano FDN
button on the website quite adequately fleshes
out the basis for those actions.  There are many
more that are not disclosed yet.  Yes, we are
making progress in the context of our objectives
even though the political situation here is not yet
conducive to fast action.  About that we are
doing what we can to make people aware of the
available alternatives because it is a matter of
self-determination.

The Bacolod attorney is getting some favorable
response from the newspapers in his area and the
man who was here for several days and who
introduced us to Tonga has returned to San
Francisco.  He is working on getting some publicity
there where there are some 6 Filipino newspapers.

TONGA

The KING has died!  Long live the King!
(The new King,  that  is—the son of  the old
King.)  Up to now we have no idea what to
expect from the Crown Prince-turned-King so we
will have to wait awhile to see what will happen
there.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

No progress (that  we know about).   The
Filipino ABL signatory for a gold deposit in Port
Moresby seems to have disappeared.

SUDAN

The main news there is that the UNITED
NATIONS Nobel Peace Prize recipient Elie Wiesel
(EL’-ee vee-ZEHL’) and actor George Clooney are
taking the struggle over human rights in Sudan’s
Darfur region to the United Nations.  That looks
like a Zionist ploy to get its surrogate in control
there.  The U.S. wants in there, too, as does China
so it a long way from settled.

PAKISTAN/KASHMIR

Our Pakistani friend who lives here and is
visiting in Pakistan and is related to the new
Prime Minister of Kashmir has fallen off our
radar scope.  Haven’t heard from him for 3
weeks.

SOUTH AFRICA

Carol and her husband are traveling, semi
vacation.  She can stay in touch via email so she
can track what we are doing and also keep in
touch with her contacts in SA.

OIC

Mrs. Arroyo stubbed her toe badly when she
opted not to sign the OIC chastisement of Israel
over  the  Lebanon and  Gaza  mat te rs .   Our
southern friend has been quiet although we have
spent considerable time with a group the leader of
which is running for Mayor of Zamboanga City.
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Final Warning: Part 6
In this part of Final Warning the history of the

Rockefeller clan and their attainment of power in the
U.S. is covered.  Specific details are given regarding
the power of the purse and control of oil and
transportation. Follow the evolvement of this clan and
you reach an understanding of the Illuminati formula
as applied to any of these  families of Satanic power.

[QUOTING, emphasis added:]

THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
The Rockefeller Family:

John Davison Rockefeller, Sr. (1839-1937)
John Davison Rockefeller, Jr. (1874-1960)
John Davison Rockefeller, III (1906-78)

Nelson Rockefeller (1908-79)
Laurance Rockefeller (1910- )

Winthrop Rockefeller (1912-73)
David Rockefeller (1915- )

John Davison Rockefeller (1839-1937),
grandfather of former Vice-President Nelson Aldrich
Rockefeller, and David Rockefeller (head of the Chase
Manhattan Bank) was the richest man of his time.  He
started out in 1859 as a produce merchant, turning to
oil in 1865, at the age of 26.  In 1870, when Standard
Oil of Ohio was incorporated, Rockefeller controlled
21 out of 26 refineries in Cleveland.  By 1871,
Standard Oil was the largest refining company in the
world.  In 1879, he controlled over 90% of all refined
oil sold in the country, with 20,000 producing wells and
100,000 employees.  In 1884, he moved his main office
to New York City; and by 1885, Standard Oil virtually
controlled the entire oil industry in the United States, and
had set up branches in Western Europe and China.

The Rockefellers and Rothschilds have been
partners ever since the 1880s, when Rockefeller was
able to get a rebate on each barrel of oil he shipped
over the Pennsylvania, Baltimore and Ohio railroads,
which were owned by Kuhn, Loeb and Co.

In 1888, details concerning the Rockefeller Oil
Trust began to leak out in the newspapers.  In Ohio, at
the time, a company within the state could not own
stock in a company in another state, which occurred
when Rockefeller bought out smaller companies.
Using the secret Trust, which was established in 1879,
the trustees for the companies that had been taken
over, the 37 Standard Oil stockholders and Standard
Oil of Ohio, relayed all out-of-state subsidiary stock to
three clerks from Standard Oil.  In 1882, the three
“dummy” trustees, 42 Standard Oil stockholders and
Standard Oil of Ohio transferred all its stock to nine
trustees, who were controlled by Rockefeller.  In
March 1892, the Ohio Supreme Court ordered
Standard Oil to withdraw from the Trust, after Ohio
and other states outlawed trusts.  Rockefeller countered
by moving Standard Oil to New Jersey, who allowed
their corporations to hold stock in out-of-state
companies, thus, Standard Oil of New Jersey became
that holding Company.

In 1889, Rockefeller helped establish, with a
grant of $600,000, the University of Chicago.  He
promised to support the school for ten years, which
he did, donating $34,708,375.  In 1901, he
incorporated the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research (now Rockefeller University), with a grant
of $200,000.  In 1903, he established the
Rockefeller General Education Board, which he
donated $42 million to, within a two year period
(and $129 million in total).   The Board was
organized by Fred Gates, the front man for the

Pillsbury flour company.  In 1909, the Rockefeller
Sanitation Commission was established, to which
he gave $1 million.

Rockefeller’s goal was for Standard Oil to be
the world’s only refining company, and to that end,
it was alleged that he blew up a competitor’s
refinery in Buffalo, New York.  He owned large
blocks of stock in quite a few newspapers,
including the Buffalo People’s Journal, the Oil City
Derrick (in Pennsylvania), the Cleveland Herald,
and the Cleveland News Leader.  He had contracts
with over 100 newspapers in Ohio to print news
releases and editorials furnished by a Standard Oil-
controlled agency in return for advertisement.  He
“owned” several New Jersey and Ohio state
legislators. Rep. Joseph Sibley, of Pennsylvania,
was President of the Rockefeller-controlled Galena
Signal Oil Co.; and in 1898, Rep. John P. Elkins,
also of Pennsylvania, accepted a $5,000 bribe from
Standard Oil.  In 1904, Sen. Bois Penrose of
Pennsylvania received a $25,000 bribe from
Rockefeller, and Sen. Cornelius Bliss received
$100,000.  Others who received Standard Oil
bribes: Sen. Matthew Quay (PA), Sen. Joseph B.
Foraker (OH), Sen. Joseph Bailey (TX), Sen.
Nathan B. Scott, Sen. Mark Hanna( OH), Sen.
Stephen B. Elkins (WV), Rep. W. C. Stone (PA),
and Sen. McLaurin (SC).  President William
McKinley, through Sen. Mark Hanna, was a pawn
of Standard Oil and the bankers.

The “rebates” Rockefeller received from various
railroads were actually kickbacks.  These rebates made
it possible for him to keep his prices lower so he could
bankrupt his competition.  He said: “Competition is a
sin.”  Standard Oil also made kickbacks , in the form
of stock, to railroad people, such as William H.
Vanderbilt, who received stock without contributing
any capital, as did various bankers who lent money
freely to Standard Oil.

Willie Winkfield, a Rockefeller messenger, sold
evidence of Rockefeller’s bribery to William Randolph
Hearst’s New York American for $20,500 and Hearst
revealed the information at election time, in an attempt
to get the Rockefeller stooges out of office.  In 1905,
an expose’ by Ida M. Tarbell, called The History of
Standard Oil Co., which came on the heels of an 1894
book by Henry Demarest Lloyd, called Wealth Against
Commonwealth, began to turn public opinion against
Standard Oil.

Robert M. LaFollette, Sr., in a speech to the
Senate in March, 1908, said that fewer than 100 men
controlled the business interests of the country.
However, a few years later, through an analysis of the
Directory of Directors, it was discovered that through
interlocking directorates, less than a dozen men
controlled the country’s business interests.  Most
notable were Rockefeller and Morgan.  On December
13, 1911, George M. Reynolds of the Continental and
Commercial Bank of Chicago, said to a group of other
bankers: “I believe the money power now lies in the
hands of a dozen men.”

In March 1910, Sen. Nelson Aldrich of Rhode
Island, introduced a Bill of Incorporation for the
Rockefeller Foundation, but it came at a time when
there was an antitrust suit against Standard Oil, and
the Bill was withdrawn.  On May 15, 1911, Standard
Oil was found to be in violation of the Sherman
Antitrust Act of 1890, and the U. S. Supreme Court
ordered, in a 20,000 word decision, the breakup of
Standard Oil of New Jersey.  The Court said that
Standard Oil wanted to establish a monopoly in order

PHILIPPINE POLITICS

Most of the Overseas Workers “trapped” in
Lebanon are  se t t led  back  down there .   As
predicted the Impeachment Complaint was killed
by the bribed Administration Representatives
s ince  they outnumber  the  ones  in  favor  of
impeachment and the rules here allow only one
impeachment per year.  Maybe the masa will
find another way.  Mount Mayon has settled
down some and a few of the people are being
a l lowed back  in .   The  next  c r i s i s  i s  an
overloaded single-hulled (they are required to
have a double hull) oil tanker sank in the middle
of a lot of nice islands where the people make
their meager living as fisherfolk and are now out
of a livelihood.  Mrs. Arroyo is not having it
easy these days.

PERSONAL STUFF

Ludy finished her accounting program and is
looking for and English class.  She can read and
speak English but not as easily as desired.  She
works a full-time hotel maid’s job 6 days per
week so she doesn’t have much time—has to do
her school at night.  She is so dependable and
trustworthy that with a few more skills and
training she can be a crackerjack secretary.  She
has a knack for anticipating what is needed and
moves to have it handled in advance.  That is
not a common male Filipino trait.

We now have three pigeons to feed.  Fortunately
for the rice supply they don’t come regularly.

I reported that the passport finally arrived
and that Tom Taylor was able to get a 2-month
extension on my Philippine Visa so that all
ended well.  Bad for the blood pressure while it
was going on, however.

Yesterday I made the rounds of the laboratories
to get all of the blood tests, echo cardiogram and
stress test again to check progress.  I have been off
the blood pressure meds for two weeks which
seems to elevate the bp about 10 points, not a
danger at all.  I will take the last GHR tablets for
the first 3 weeks tonight.  You take 4 at bedtime
for 5 consecutive nights and then miss two so I am
taking them only on weeknights to make it easier
to keep track.  I did not flunk stress test this time;
I did 5 of the maximum possible 9 minutes and
recovered nicely so no panic stop this time because
the bp stayed within bounds.  I’ll get the results of
all the tests next week.  I am really enthusiastic
about the GHR as a replacement for the HGH
injections described in the RESETTING book.  It is
still expensive at about $50 per month but I am
going to stay with it for several months and give it
a good trial.

SUMMARY

Ron is writing his update as a first article in the
next issue so I won’t usurp his subject.  I know
you will all find it very interesting.  Our best to all.

EJ & Ron

Ellen at IESC, who pays many of our
bills for us, is running low on funds.
May we ask those of you who can to
send her some help?  We thank you
and assure you that she keeps track so
that it can be returned.  EJ & Ron
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“to drive others from the field and exclude them from
their right to trade”, and that “seven men and a
corporate machine have conspired against their fellow
citizens.  For the safety of the Republic, we now
decree that the dangerous conspiracy must be ended...”
Standard Oil was forced to dissolve into 38 separate
companies, including Standard Oil of Indiana
(Amoco), Standard Oil of Ohio (Sohio), Standard Oil
of Louisiana, Standard Oil of New Jersey (Exxon,
which is one of the largest corporations in the world,
controlling 321 other companies, including Humble
Oil and Venezuela’s Creole Oil), Standard Oil of New
York (Socony or Mobil); and others such as
Continental Oil (Conoco), Atlantic-Richfield (Arco) ,
Gulf, Phillips 66, Texaco, and Marathon Oil, which
were also Rockefeller-controlled companies.
Rockefeller owned 25% of Standard Oil of New
Jersey, which meant that he now owned 25% of all 38
Standard Oil subsidiaries.  In 1914, the Congressional
Record referred to Standard Oil as the “shadow
government” and as the extent of its holdings became
known, its value tripled.

In May 1913, after three years of Congressional
opposition, the New York States Legislature voted to
establish the Rockefeller Foundation (now located in
the Time-Life Building), “to promote the well-being of
mankind throughout the world”.  However, a 1946
report stated that the “challenge of the future is to
make this one world”.  The endowment to establish
the Foundation totaled $182,851,000, and was given in
securities, enabling the foundation to disperse over $1
billion, even though it is only third in total assets
compared to the Ford and Johnson Foundations.

In 1899, with an estimated wealth of
$200,000,000, Rockefeller “retired”.  But only in
regard to being involved in the day-to-day operation of
the company.  He didn’t officially retire until 1911,
when he resigned as President of Standard Oil.  He
had become America’s first billionaire, yet when he
died, he only left a taxable estate of $26,410,837.10,
which after Federal and State taxes were levied, left
about $16 million.  The remainder of his fortune had
been left to surviving relatives ($240 million), his
sons($465 million), and his foundations.

Rockefeller, said to own 20% of American
industry, between 1855 and his death in 1937, gave
away nearly $550 million.  In 1855, when he was 16,
he gave $2.77 of his meager earnings to charity, 1856
($19.31), 1857 ($28.37), 1858 ($43.85), 1859
($72.22), 1860 ($107.35), 1861 ($259.97), 1865
($1,012), 1869 ($5,000), 1871 ($6,860), 1879
($29,000), 1880 ($32,865), 1884 ($119,000), 1891
($500,000), 1892 ($1,500,000), 1893 ($1,472,122),
1907 ($39,170,480), 1909 ($71,453,231), 1913
($45,499,367), 1914 ($67,627,095), and 1919
($138,624,574 ).  He gave $182,851,480 to the
Rockefeller Foundation, $129,209,167 to the General
Education Board, $73,985,313 to the Laura Spelman
and Rockefeller Memorial Fund, and $60,673,409 to
the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research.

John D. Rockefeller, Jr.(1874-1960), who was
married to Abby Aldrich, daughter of Sen. Nelson
Aldrich, according to a February, 1905 McClure’s
magazine article, was part of a corrupt political
machine.  He continued the charitable tradition of his
father.  He spent over $40 million to buy up land and
convert it to National Parks, donating it to the public.
The most prominent of these parks is the Jackson Hole
Preserve at the Grand Teton National Park in
northeastern Wyoming.  In 1926, he reconstructed the
colonial town of Williamsburg, Virginia, spending
$52.6 million to restore 81 colonial buildings, and
rebuild 404 others from original plans, on their
original foundations.  Over 700 modern homes were
torn down in the 83 acre area to bring the 18th century

town back to life.  He also built 45 other buildings,
including three hotels to serve the public, and planted
gardens.

In 1929, he began building the Rockefeller Center
in New York City, a complex of 14 buildings, at a
cost of $125 million, which was to surpass the stature
of the Dupont’s Empire State Building.  The
Rockefeller empire is run from the 55th and 56th
floors of the RCA building, at 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

Rockefeller was quoted to have said: “So it may
come to pass that someday ... no one will speak of
‘my country’, but all will speak of ‘our world’.”

He pushed his sons into five different areas of
influence: John III, into philanthropy; Nelson, into
government (4-term Governor of New York, and Vice-
President under Ford); Laurence, into business;
Winthrop, into oil (also 2- term Governor of
Arkansas); and David, into banking (Chairman of the
Chase Manhattan Bank and Director of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York).

The Rockefellers, undeniably the richest family in
America, increased their fortune by marrying into
other wealthy and influential families.  By 1937, there
existed “an almost unbroken line of biological
relationships from the Rockefellers through one-half of
the wealthiest sixty families in the nation.”

Percy Rockefeller (John, Jr’s cousin), married
Isabel Stillman, daughter of James A. Stillman,
President of National City Bank. William G.
Rockefeller (another cousin), married S. Elsie
Stillman.

Ethel Geraldine Rockefeller married Marcellus
Hartley Dodge, which linked Standard Oil and National
City Bank, to the $50,000,000 fortune of the Remington
Arms Company and the Phelps Dodge Corp.

J. Stillman Rockefeller (grand nephew of John,
Sr.) married Nancy C. S. Carnegie, the grand niece of
Andrew Carnegie.  Their son was named Andrew
Carnegie Rockefeller.

Edith Rockefeller (John, Jr’s sister), married
Harold F. McCormick, an heir to the International
Harvester Co. fortune.  Their son, Fowler, grandson to
John, Sr. and Cyrus McCormick (who invented the
Reaper), married Fifi Stillman, the divorced wife of
James Stillman.

Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller was married to Mary
Todhunter Clark, the granddaughter of the President of
the Pennsylvania Railroad.  They were later divorced.

Winthrop Rockefeller married Jeanette Edris, a
hotel and theater heiress; and John (Jay) D.
Rockefeller IV (one of John, Jr.’s grandsons), the
family’s only Democrat (2-term Governor, and later
U.S. Senator, of West Virginia), married Sharon
Percy, the daughter of Sen. Charles Percy, who had
been one of the Senate’s most influential members.

All together, the Rockefeller family had been
joined in marriage to the Stillman, Dodge, McAlpin,
McCormick, Carnegie and Aldrich family fortunes,
and its wealth has been estimated to be well over $2
billion.  Some estimates even claim it to be as high as
$20 billion.  To compare, John Paul Getty, Howard
Hughes, and H. L. Hunt, had fortunes between $2-$4
billion; and the Duponts and Mellons had fortunes
between $3-$5 billion.

Ever since the TNEC hearings in 1937, which
convened for the purpose of finding out who was
controlling the American economy, the Rockefellers
had been able to avoid any sort of accounting in
regard to their vast assets and holdings.  That ended in
December 1974, when Nelson Rockefeller was
nominated to be Vice-President.  Two University of
California professors, Charles Schwartz and William
Domhoff, circulated a report called “Probing the
Rockefeller Fortune” which indicated that 15
employees working out of room 5600 of the RCA

building had positions on the boards of almost 100
corporations, that had total assets of $70 billion.  This
was denied by the family, and in an unprecedented
event, a family spokesman, J. Richardson Dilworth,
appeared before the U.S. House of Representatives’
Judiciary Committee during the 1975  “Hearings into
the Nomination of Nelson Rockefeller to be Vice-
President of the United States” to document the
family’s wealth, which he said only amounted to $1.3
billion.

Part of the Rockefellers’ financial holdings
consists of real estate, foremost being the 4,180 acre
family estate at Pocantico Hills, north of New York
City, which has 70 miles of private roads, 75
buildings, an underground archives, and close to 500
servants, guards, gardeners and chauffeurs.  They also
maintain over 100 residences in all parts of the world.
Besides investments held in personal trusts, the family
holds stock in numerous companies.  Some of their
major holdings: Chase Manhattan Bank, American
Telephone & Telegraph (AT & T), Eastman Kodak,
IBM, General Electric, Texas Instruments, Xerox,
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing, Monsanto
Chemical, Aluminum Co. of America (Alcoa),
Armour, Bethlehem Steel, Chrysler, DuPont, General
Motors, International Paper, Polaroid, Sears and
Roebuck, Standard Oil of California (Chevron),
Standard Oil of New York (Mobil), Standard Oil of
Indiana, U.S. Steel, International Basic Economy
Corp., International Harvester, Quaker Oats, Wheeling-
Pittsburgh Steel, Itek, Federated Department Stores,
Walgreen Stores, Transcontinental Gas Pipeline,
Consolidated Edison, Anaconda Copper Co., General
Foods, Pan American World Airways, Colgate-
Palmolive, E.I. du Pont de Nemours, W. R. Grace,
Inc., Corning Glass Works, Owens Corning Fiberglass,
Cummins Engine, Hewlett-Packard, R. R. Donnelly
and Son, Dow Chemical, Teledyne, Inc., Warner-
Lambert, Westinghouse, International Telephone and
Telegraph (IT & T), Motorola, S. S. Kresge, Texaco,
National Cash Register, Avon, American Home
Products, Delta Airlines, Braniff Airlines , Northwest
Airlines, United Airlines and Burlington Industries.

The financial core of the family fortune includes
the Chase Manhattan Bank, Citicorp (which grew out
of the Rockefeller-controlled First National City
Bank), the Chemical Bank of New York, First
National Bank of Chicago, Metropolitan Equitable,
and New York Mutual Life Insurance.  By the 1970s,
Rockefeller-controlled banks accounted for about 25%
of all assets of the 50 largest commercial banks in the
country, and about 30% of all assets of the 50 largest
life insurance companies.

The Chase Manhattan Bank, however, remains the
supreme symbol of Rockefeller domination.  Founded
in 1877 by John Thompson, the Chase National Bank
was named after Salomon P. Chase (Lincoln’s
Secretary of Treasury).  It was taken over by the
Rockefellers in a merger with their Equitable Trust
Co., whose President was Winthrop Aldrich, son of
Sen. Nelson Aldrich.  In 1955, it merged with the
Bank of Manhattan (which had been controlled by
Warburg; and Kuhn, Loeb and Co), the oldest banking
operation in America (founded in 1799 by Alexander
Hamilton and Aaron Burr), which had 67 branches in
New York, and $1.6 billion in assets.  Although it is
only the sixth largest bank (over $98,000,000 in
assets), it is the most powerful.

In 1961, the Chase Manhattan Bank Plaza was
built in downtown Manhattan, at a cost of
$125,000,000.  It is 64 stories high, with five
basement floors, the lowest of which contains the
largest bank vault in the world.

They have 28 foreign branches, and over 50,000
banking offices in more than 50 countries, and have a
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controlling interest in many of the largest corporations
in America.  Some of those that were listed in the
Patman Report: American National Bank and Trust,
Safeway Stores, Reynolds Metals, White Cross Stores,
J. C. Penney, Northwest Airlines, Eastern Airlines,
TWA, Pan American World Airways, Western
Airlines, Consolidated Freightways, Roadway Express,
Ryder, Wyandotte Chemicals, Armstrong Rubber, A.
H. Robins, G. D. Searle, Sunbeam, Beckman
Instruments, Texas Instruments, Sperry Rand, Boeing,
Diebold, Cummins Engine, Bausch and Lomb, CBS-
TV, International Basic Economy Corp.,
Addressograph-Multigraph , Aetna Life, American
General Insurance Co., Allegheny-Ludlum Steel,
National Steel.

Men from the Chase Manhattan’s Board of
Directors have also sat on the Boards of many of the
largest corporations, which have created a system of
interlocking directorates.  Some of these have been:
Allegheny-Ludlum Steel, U.S. Steel, Metropolitan
Life, Travelers Insurance, Continental Insurance,
Equitable Life Assurance, General Foods, Chrysler
Corp., Standard Oil of Indiana, New York Times,
Cummins Engine, Burlington Industries, ABC-TV,
Standard Oil of New Jersey, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco,
Scott Paper, International Paper, International Basic
Economy Corp., International Telephone & Telegraph,
Goodyear Tire & Rubber, Anaconda Copper, Allied
Stores, Federated Department Stores, R. H. Macy,
Colgate-Palmolive, Bell Telephone of Pennsylvania,
Consolidated Edison of New York, DuPont,
Monsanto, Borden, Shell Oil, Gulf Oil, Union Oil,
Dow Chemical, Continental Oil, Union Carbide,
and S. S. Kresge.

Chase also owned or controlled the Banco del
Commerce (with over 100 branches in Columbia
and Peru), Banco Continental (with about 40
branches in Peru), Banco Atlantida (with 20
branches in the Honduras), Nederlandsche Crediet
(with over 60 branches in the Netherlands) and
Standard Bank Group (with over 1,200 branches in
17 African countries).

Through a subsidiary, the Chase Investment
Corp., they own a sheep and cattle raising operation
in Australia, hotels in Puerto Rico and Liberia, a
ready-mix concrete facility in Brazil, a cotton
textile mill in Nigeria, a paint factory in Venezuela,
a steel mill in Turkey, a petrochemical plant in
Argentina, a bus line in the Virgin Islands, and
bowling alleys in England.

Our tax dollars, through the Export-Import
Bank, International Monetary Fund, Cooperation for
Overseas Investment,  and the International
Stabilization Fund, are used to give aid to other
countries, some who were communist.  Millions of
dollars were given to Yugoslavia, including
hundreds of jets, many of which ended up being
given to Castro in Cuba.

Chase and the Export-Import Bank financed 90%
of the $2 billion loan to build the Kama River truck
complex in Russia, which was equipped with the
world’s largest industrial computer system, with the
capability of producing up to 200,000 ten-ton trucks a
year.  A U.S. Government official who toured the
facility reported that V-12 diesel engines were being
produced there, and said: “There is only one vehicle
in Russia that uses that type of engine, and that’s a
Russian battle tank.”  Besides the production of trucks,
they also have the capability of producing jeeps,
military transports and rocket launchers.  The
repayment period for the loan was twelve years, with
a 4-1/2 year grace period.  The loan repayment was
guaranteed by the U.S. taxpayers through government
agencies like the Overseas Private Investment Corp.,
and the Foreign Credit Insurance Association.

Chase Manhattan and the Bank of America lent
about $36 million for the Bechtel Corp. to build and
equip an international Trade Center in Moscow, which
had been arranged by Armand Hammer of Occidental
Petroleum, a personal friend of Lenin, and son of one
of the founders of the U.S. Communist Party.

The Export-Import Bank, and other private
American banks also put up all but $40 million for a
$400 million fertilizer plant in Russia.

In 1967, the International Basic Economy Corp.
(with 140 subsidiaries and affiliates), owned by all five
Rockefeller Brothers, run by Richard Aldrich
(grandson of Sen. Nelson Aldrich) and Rodman
Rockefeller (son of Nelson Rockefeller, and a CFR
member); and Tower International, Inc., headed by
Cyrus S. Eaten, Jr., a Cleveland financier (who was
the son of a man who started his career as secretary to
John D. Rockefeller, later making his own fortune),
joined to promote trade among the Iron Curtain
countries.  In 1969 the IBEC announced that N. M.
Rothschild and Sons of London had become a partner.
This partnership built a $50 million aluminum
production center in Russia, and announced a multi-
million plan for Russia and other Eastern European
countries, which included the building of large hotels
in Bucharest, Sofia, Budapest, Belgrade, Prague, and
Warsaw; rubber plants, and a glass plant in Romania.
In addition, Tower International made an agreement
with the Soviet patent and licensing organization,
Licensintorg, to promote Soviet-American trade, which
up to that time, was done by Amtorg Trading Corp.,
the official Soviet agency in America.  This gave the
Rockefellers and Eatens complete control over what
technology was sent to Russia.

David Rockefeller, the head of the Chase
Manhattan, and the family patriarch, controls many
secondary interlocks which contribute to the family’s
power and influence.  Some of these have been:
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Honeywell, Inc.,
Northwest Airlines, Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing Co., Allied Chemical Corp., General
Motors, Chrysler Corp., International Basic Economy
Corp., R. H. Macy and Co., Mutual Benefit Life
Insurance Co. of New York, American Express Co.,
Hewlett- Packard, Exxon, Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the U.S., Federated Department Stores,
General Electric, Scott Paper, AT & T, Burlington
Industries, Wachovia Corp., R. J. Reynolds Industries,
U.S. Steel Corp., Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
May Department Stores, Sperry Rand Corp. and
Standard Oil of Indiana.

On July 9, 1968, the New York Times reported on
a study by a House Banking Subcommittee, headed by
Rep. Wright Patman of Texas, which said: “A few
banking institutions are in a position to exercise
significant influence, and perhaps even control, over
some of the largest business enterprises in the nation.”
Just as the Rockefellers have these extensive
interlocking connections, other leading bankers, the
other 107 directors of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks,
and members of the Council on Foreign Relations,
Trilateral Commission, and Bilderbergers, also have
similar connections to these and hundreds of other
major corporations.  Now you can see how these like-
minded individuals have been able to control
American industry and business.

Though the Rockefeller Foundation is the primary
foundation of the family, there are many others
operated by them, such as the Rockefeller Family
Fund, Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Martha Baird
Rockefeller Fund for Music, Laura Spelman
Rockefeller Memorial Fund, John D. Rockefeller III
Fund, Rockefeller Institute, Standard Oil (Indiana)
Foundation, Esso Education Foundation, American
International Foundation for Economic and Social

Development, China Medical Board, Agricultural
Development Council, Government Affairs
Foundation, Sealantic Fund (oversees contributions to
religious charities “to strengthen and develop
Protestant education” to which John Rockefeller, Jr.
contributed $23 million), Jackson Preserve, Inc.,
Council on Economic and Cultural Development, and
the Chase Manhattan Bank Foundation.  There are
some who believe that the Rockefellers may run close
to 200 trusts and foundations.

Prior to their appointments, Cyrus Vance
(Secretary of State under Carter) and Dean Rusk
(Secretary of State under Kennedy), were both
Presidents of the Rockefeller Foundation.

You have seen how powerful the Rockefeller
family is, now let’s look at how the Rockefeller
Foundation uses its money.

Through interlocking directorates, the Foundation
controls the Carnegie Endowment and the Ford
Foundation.  While the Carnegie Endowment deals
with education, as it relates to international matters;
the Rockefeller Foundation concentrates on education,
as it relates to domestic issues.  It financed and
influenced seven major policy-making agencies: Social
Science Research Council (who explored the means of
controlling people through scientific methods, such as
mass media), Russian Institute of Columbia University
(who developed methods of conditioning Americans
into accepting a merging of the Soviet Union and
America under a one-world government), Council on
Foreign Relations, National Bureau of Economic
Research (who worked closely with the Federal
Reserve Board), Public Administration Clearing House
(in Chicago), Brookings Institution, and the Institute of
Pacific Relations (who was responsible for planning
the communist subversion of America).

The Rockefeller Foundation provided over
$50,000 to fund the Building America textbook series,
which played up Marxism and sought to destroy
“traditional concepts of American government.”  Over
100 communist organizations contributed material,
including the writings of over 50 communist writers.
The California Legislature said that the books
contained “purposely distorted references favoring
Communism...”.  The Foundation contributed money
to the pro-communist New School for Social Research
in New York City, and funded projects for the
communist-staffed Southern Christian Leadership
Conference, led by Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr. Rep.
Cox said that the Rockefeller Foundation has “been
used to finance individuals and organizations whose
business it has been to get communism into private
and public schools of the country, to talk down to
America, and play up Russia...”.  The Foundation also
funded the Kinsey Report, which heralded a new era
of sexual immorality.

The purpose of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, is
the “support of efforts in the U.S. and abroad that
contribute ideas, develop leaders, and encourage
institutions in the transition to global
interdependence”.  In 1974, the Rockefeller Brothers
Fund gave grants to: A.C.L.U. Foundation ($45,000);
Atlantic Institute for International Affairs, in Paris
($10,000); Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace ($60,000); Columbia University ($9,500);
Council on Foreign Relations ($125,000), Foreign
Policy Association ($20,000); International Institute
for Strategic Studies, in London ($5000); NAACP
($145,000); National Council of Churches of Christ in
the USA ($10,000); National Urban League
($100,000); Trilateral Commission ($50,000 ); UN
Association of the USA, Inc. ($25,000); United Negro
College Fund, Inc. ($10,000); and the U.S. Conference
for the World Council of Churches, Inc. ($2,500).

[END QUOTING]
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A Study of Our Programmed Mind
Part 3

We thank John Kaminski for permission to
reprint his Mindlock series.  In our Part 3 we
present his Part 7.  For his Parts 1-3 refer to the
June 28, 2006 issue and for Parts 4-6 refer to the
July 12, 2006 issue.

[QUOTING, emphasis added:]

INTRODUCTION BY JOHN KAMINSKI

...As one who had kept himself outside of the
consensus mainstream for my entire life, I have
very recently learned something new, something I
hadn’t previously understood.  Unless you
understand what’s really going on inside yourself,
you can’t hope to get a truly accurate picture of
what’s happening in the world...

...The Spin cycle has taken over reality.  Have you
realized it yet?  But how about that thing that spins
inside you?  Inside us?  Inside me?  I can only speak
for myself.  What is the purpose of our efforts?  To
inform?  Or to profit?  How am I spun, and how do
I spin myself?  Do you understand the joy of
speaking to someone where you can comfortably
acknowledge that you both share a higher purpose,
no matter what name you put on it?

THE MINDLOCK PART 7
By John Kaminski, <JohnKaminski.com>, 9/1/06

A nightmare of our own design
What if the thing we want most

is the very thing that destroys us?

“Beware of what you crave for you will get
it.”—Ralph Waldo Emerson

It’s not “Your money OR your life!”  It’s “Your
money IS your life.”

In the mental difference between the two thoughts
hangs the fate of humankind.  Or, as my good friend
Mike would say, “The most important event in human
history occurred when Jesus threw the moneychangers
out of the temple.”

Too bad that didn’t happen in the real world.  If
it had, we wouldn’t have what we have now.

So how to achieve a genuine, institutionalized
peace that lasts is the goal.  And the first step must
necessarily be adequately understanding the influences
that control our own minds.  The worst mistake is to
rely on the infallibility of dogma.  As Thomas
Jefferson said, God put us here to use our reason.

The information you have taken in throughout
your life is badly flawed, you already know that.
Your own history is not as you see it, either.  And, as
Emerson observed, what you think you want is likely
the thing that will prove your undoing.

You see, we’ve been fed things ....  ideas that
have actually made us more docile and less aware of
our own capabilities.  We’ve been regimented by
society to perform in the social categories that have
been created for us.  And we wonder why, when our

category is eliminated, we are left feeling so
abandoned.  As if we didn’t really belong here in the
first place.  Who gets to determine why our lives turn
out the way they are, and why does that happen?

We are what we believe.  We do what we believe.
The world’s eleven major religions have all been
superseded and revealed as facile agents for the 12th
and final religion that has always ruled the world.

True believers have been exploited by very fallible
holy men down through time, and the result has been
the mindlock, the predetermined predisposition of the
human mind to cultural preferences that benefit the
social engineers who created them.

Get it?
And Yahweh, who serves as the basis for all the

Western religions, has been fingered as Molock, the
terrible faced god of money.

This is the terrifying conclusion of Montreal
philosopher R. Duane Willing, who in his new book
weaves the mystery of the Federal Reserve around
the necks of sanhedrin rabbis and their agenturs, and
unerringly identifies the deity at the center of the
Judaic religions as the Old Testament god named
Molock, who took over the world through a structure
called central banking.

Think about it.
Here’s another Willing observation:  “... the

popular Semitic notion of one god can have the effect
of a tourniquet on thought.”

He elaborates:

The idea of one God prevents much learning in
economics and understanding in the higher
dimensions that come from understanding the origin
of the word Israel.  Without the mental tourniquet of
the idea of one god, and the mistaken notion of the
word Israel as a place name, the mind can more
easily master how god Molock, through the powers
of money, known in Orwellian terms as
“doublethink”, dominates the planet.  “Doublethink is
the power to hold two contradictory beliefs in one’s
mind simultaneously, and accepting both of them.”

... it is argued that “psychotronics” is so
advanced in mind control that it overrides the basic
instinct for self-preservation.

But did it all begin with religion?  A supernatural
sanction for slaughter.  Can you say money?  The new
religion.  Can you say “Molock?” The god of
perpetual debt.  Flash quickly to the slaughter in Gaza.
It is your future.

So many people are now on target about the
murderous pretense that was 9/11, it’s thrilling.  There
is truly hope for restoration of a sane society.  But not
without completely understanding the forces that
control us and deform us into creatures that either we
don’t recognize or are ashamed to be.

Duane Willing seems on target about 9/11,
particularly about the new revelations that it was a
tritium explosion that pulverized so much of the
World Trade Center into microscopic particles.

“It remains a wonder of wonders as to how an
energy field was created and focused to de-
manufacture the glass of the trade center towers
back into silica sand .... as if by magic speaks to
focused and controlled energy waves of great power
and precision.”

Willing is also solid on world history.
“The two primary rules for the human condition

since earliest times are: l. Do not soil the water.  2. Do
not attempt to regulate life by usury.”

But the point of his book is this.
The Old Testament  of the Bible ,  Willing

says ,  “conveys  in  c ipher  the  s tory  of  the
discovery of money”.

He describes the phenomenon of how money-
decision protocols began to subvert religious thought,
and also noted ....

“There is no mention of chosen people or a place
called Israel or a preferential dogma in this deal with
God.  The ideal of the universal covenant obligation
of stewardship is ... a call from the cosmos.  The
expectation in the stewardship contract is for commercial
enterprise to prosper in harmony with nature.”

Willing concludes with a call from Jesus:  “Let us
forgive our debts as we forgive our debtors.”  This
was a blatant attack on the practice of usury that is
seldom mentioned by most modern preachers too
interested in their own bank accounts.

Religions have failed in their stewardship
obligations, Willing insists.   He cites this
astonishing example:

According to high profile TV preacher Rev.
Hagee, on 12 November 2005, “Israel is now
superior to the Christian Church.”  In his
regurgitation of a medieval world view, Rev.
Hagee broadcasts to the world that “Christians
must have Jews to explain their origins.”

The proof of the dominance of the economic
spirit of god Molock is modern culture, especially
among Protestant Christianity and sympathetic
Jews is traceable in the Zionist-Christian movement
that mobilizes economic and political support under
the guise of Bible tradition.

Willing also elaborates on the legend of the Holy
Grail:

“The role of the Holy Grail in conjunction with
god Molock is like an infection in the race memory
that stop critical inquiry and thought.  The suppression
of the race memory by the over excitement that comes
from the ‘psychic fire’ of money effectively obscures
the purpose of the usury prohibition.  This condition
results in the popular submission first reported in
Genesis 47, when Joseph was able to buy the
Egyptians with their own money.  The bureaucractic
brilliance of biblical Joseph, now most closely
approximated in the modern chambers of central
banks, provided the myth of the Holy Grail as a
psychological vehicle to carry humanity into
materialism and spiritual darkness.”

[END QUOTING]
R. Duane Willing, The 12th and Final Religion:

God Molock, Money, Israel and Cult 273, $20.  (This
book is currently being reviewed for possible
serialization and should be available soon through
Phoenix Source Distributors, 800-800-5565.)
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World News Desk
By Jerry Schnoebelen, WorldNewsMail@gmail.com

NEOCONS NEED NEW PLAYBOOK

In a parallel situation of four years ago when the
U.S. propaganda machine was running full tilt in its
bid to justify the occupation of Iraq so it is today with
the Iranian nuclear “crisis”.  However, this time the
American citizens and the world have the benefit of
foreknowledge that the propaganda war machine is being
fueled by the Bush administration using the same
disinformation tactics that got us into the Iraqi quagmire.

Consider the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA), established as an autonomous organization on
July 29, 1957, which seeks to promote the peaceful
use of nuclear energy and to inhibit its use for military
purposes.  The organization and its Director General,
Egyptian Mohamed ElBaradei, were jointly awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize on October 7, 2005.  In a letter
dated September 12, 2006 that was sent to Rep. Peter
Hoekstra, the Michigan Republican who is chairman
of the House Intelligence Committee, the IAEA has
complained about a staff report, saying that it
“contains erroneous, misleading and unsubstantiated
information’’ about Iran’s nuclear program.

According to David E. Sanger of the New York
Times the staff report immediately came under
criticism, especially from Democrats on the committee,
who said it overstated aspects of the threat posed by
Iran’s nuclear program.  The committee’s vice
chairman, Representative Jane Harman of California,
accused the staff of taking shortcuts that inflated the
Iranian threat.  The report was overseen by Fredrick
Fleitz, a former CIA officer who worked for John R.
Bolton, the ambassador to the United Nations, when
he was the State Department’s leading hawk on Iran.

The IAEA dismissed the committee’s suggestions
that Tehran’s nuclear program was much more
advanced than numerous IAEA reports and the U.S.’s
own intelligence assessments have determined.  The
congressional report also falsely stated that Iran had
enriched uranium at its pilot centrifuge plant to
weapons-grade level in April, while IAEA inspectors
made clear that Tehran had enriched only to a low
level useable for nuclear power reactor fuel, the letter
said.  “We felt obliged to put the record straight with
regard to the facts on what we have reported on Iran.
It’s a matter of the integrity of the IAEA,” said IAEA
spokeswoman Melissa Fleming.

Will Americans once again fall prey to the worn-
out cry-wolf tactics of the Bush bunch?

A STEP BEYOND REFUSENIK

The Refuseniks, those daring Israeli Defense
Forces members who refuse to serve in the occupied
territories, in protest against Israel’s actions in the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, have a former comrade
who has taken their agenda to the next level.

Reuven Schossen, a former captain in the Israeli
Defense Forces is a political refugee that has been
harassed by security services across several continents
since he chose to leave his home country in 2002 in
disgust at the corrupt practices of Israel’s leaders.  He
urges men of conscience to lay down their weapons,
take off the uniform, and walk away from the chaos
and has written a book called Holygarchy and other
writings about life in Israel.

focused beams create burning sensations that force
targets to flee in order to escape”.  It allegedly does
not cause any permanent damage but in tests the
volunteers were not allowed to wear contacts, glasses,
or have any metal objects on their persons.  How can
that be a “real world” test?  Will they announce to
protesters that they are about to be blasted and that
they should remove contacts, glasses or a metal
objects?  How absurd!

Kenneth J. Theisen, an organizer with “The World
Can’t Wait!” movement asks, “Why is the regime
floating this idea now?  Could it be because of the
anticipated protest against their possible invasion of
Iran?  Do they fear massive protests in the street such
as those called for by “World Can’t Wait! Drive Out
The Bush Regime!” on October 5th?  Is this part of a
public relations campaign to prepare the American
people for more oppressive measures to suppress
dissent, particularly street protests?

According to Amnesty International political
killings in the Philippines have been on the increase
since 2003 with at least 51 killings in the first six
months of 2006 compared to 66 collated by Amnesty
International in the whole of 2005.  This is more
evidence of a GMA administration in a downward
spiral.

[QUOTING:]

PHILIPPINES: PRESIDENT ARROYO MUST
ENSURE CREDIBILITY OF POLITICAL

KILLINGS COMMISSION
Amnesty International, 9/14/06

LONDON—In a meeting with President Gloria
Arroyo today, Amnesty International Secretary
General Irene Khan urged her to ensure the Melo
Commission’s inquiry into political killings is
transparent, independently conducted, and leads to
accountability and justice for the victims.  This
meeting follows the publication in August of Amnesty
International’s report into political killings.

In a frank and constructive dialogue, Ms. Khan
welcomed President Arroyo’s decision to establish the
Melo Commission to investigate patterns of political
killings.  She called on the President to exercise the
same determined leadership that saw the Philippines
abolish the death penalty in June this year, to put an
end to the political killings and to strengthen the
administration of justice.

Ms. Khan presented the President with a
memorandum setting out international guidelines on
commissions of inquiries.  She stated the need for the
Melo Commission to adhere to these standards in
order to gain the credibility and support of all sides,
and carry out its work effectively and independently.

“The Melo Commission must be independent and
seen to be independent of the government.  For this to
happen, it should deploy its own independent
investigators where necessary,” said Ms Khan.

“The Commission should take a victim-centred
approach, with justice for the victims as paramount.”

“Intimidation and violence is still a very real
problem and witnesses will not come forward if they
are scared for their lives.  The government needs to
provide effective witness protection: victims’ families,
witnesses and all others involved must be protected,”
said Ms. Khan.

She concluded: “The ultimate measure of a
commission of inquiry is whether its recommendations
lead to long-term change.  The Melo Commission
should propose reforms which would prevent the
repetition of past human rights violations, whether that
means reforming laws and institutional practices or
strengthening the justice system.”

“The Melo Commission must not shy away from

HEZBOLLAH USES EYE FOR AN EYE TACTIC

In response to an Amnesty International report
dated September 14, 2006 that accused the Hezbollah
guerrillas of “serious violations of international
humanitarian law, amounting to war crimes” Lebanese
legislator Hassan Fadlallah of Hezbollah said his
group targeted civilians in Israeli cities in response to
Israeli attacks that killed Lebanese civilians but yet
rejected the Amnesty International findings.

“We do not deny that we have bombarded Israeli
cities, settlements and infrastructure.  But this was
always a reaction,” he told Al-Jazeera television.  “It
was a natural reaction.  When a state is invaded, it
must defend itself.”  Fadlallah said Amnesty
International probably came under American and
Israeli pressure to issue a report critical of Hezbollah’s
actions during the 34-day war, after issuing a similar
report against Israel last month.

During the conflict, Hezbollah fired nearly 4,000
rockets into northern Israel, killing 43 civilians,
seriously injuring 33 others and forcing hundreds of
thousands of civilians to take refuge in shelters or flee.

According to an Israeli paper, Haaretz, an Israeli
Defense Forces commander of a rocket unit in
Lebanon said that “what we did was insane and
monstrous, we covered entire towns in cluster bombs.”
Quoting his battalion commander, the rocket unit head
stated that the IDF fired around 1,800 cluster bombs,
containing over 1.2 million cluster bomblets.  In
addition, soldiers in IDF artillery units testified that the
army used phosphorous shells during the war, widely
forbidden by international law.  The rocket unit
commander stated that Multiple Launch Rocket System
(MLRS) platforms were heavily used in spite of the fact
that they were known to be highly inaccurate.

While it is abundantly evident that the Israelis
drew first blood and committed war crimes how can
the barbaric in-kind response of the Hezbollah help
their cause?

AMERICANS TO BE USED
AS WEAPONS TEST DUMMIES

The shift from covert testing on unwitting
Americans to overt acts moved a step closer to reality
on September 12, 2006 when Air Force Secretary
Michael Wynne stated that non-lethal weapons such as
high-power microwave devices should be used on
American citizens in crowd-control situations before
being used on the battlefield.

According to Wynne the idea is intended to garner
positive public relations with the world community.
Domestic use would make it easier to avoid questions
from others about possible safety considerations.  “If
we’re not willing to use it here against our fellow
citizens, then we should not be willing to use it in a
wartime situation,” said Wynne.  “(Because) if I hit
somebody with a non-lethal weapon and they claim
that it injured them in a way that was not intended, I
think that I would be vilified in the world press.”  It
is unclear why the Secretary did not mention the
possibility of being vilified in the domestic press.

Defense Industry Daily in a February 1, 2006
article described one of these weapons nicknamed the
“riot breaker”.  It is “a microwave transmitter whose
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making hard-hitting recommendations to end political
killings once and for all, which would help restore
conditions for the peace process between the
government and the communists to be restarted, based
on respect for human rights by all sides.”

[END QUOTING]

IRAN IN NON-NUCLEAR SPOTLIGHT

To an uninformed casual observer the announcement
by Iran that they will sponsor a conference to examine
the scientific evidence supporting the Holocaust would
lend one to believe that Iran is isolating itself even
more so.  To the informed observer the outcome may
be a foregone conclusion and they will see this as a
right of any individual or organization to seek the truth
of any matter.

Foreign Ministry spokesman Hamid Reza Asefi
said that because the Holocaust is a scientific issue,
both opponents and proponents of the existence of the
Holocaust could participate.  “God willing, a
conference on the Holocaust will be held in the
autumn.  The Holocaust is not a sacred issue that one
can’t touch,” he told reporters.  “I have visited the
Nazi camps in Eastern Europe.  I think it is
exaggerated,” Asefi said.

Time and again is shown that whenever the sacred
cash cow of the Zionists come into question the hair
on their neck stands up like a rabid dog.  If you have
truth on your side what is there to fear when placed
under a microscope?

The Bush regime continues its dictatorial
thrashing of our Constitution.

[QUOTING:]

FIRST TIME RELEASED DOCUMENTS EXPOSE
SUBSERVIENT CONGRESS—“NATIONAL

SECURITY” CONVERTS THE UNITED STATES
INTO A MONARCHY

By Sibel Edmonds, <nswbc.org>, 9/03/06

National Security Whistleblowers Coalition
(NSWBC) has obtained documents revealing that to
date the Executive Branch has refused congressional
requests to be briefed on illegal black operations
conducted by the NSA, and has denied these
representatives access to relevant witnesses and
documents.  To view these documents see <nswbc.org/
Reports%20-%20Documents/RussTice.pdf>.

The term “national security” has become
talismanic, conferring extraordinary powers on the
President whenever it is uttered.  It insulates the
executive branch from congressional oversight and
reduces the Constitution to advisory status.  The
circularity of the term’s operation is frequently
overlooked.  Information and programs are classified
according to presidential orders and when Congress or
the judiciary seeks such information they are told that
because the information is classified, national security
forbids disclosure.  Even the Code of Federal
Regulations identifies national security information as
information that is classified pursuant to executive
orders.  In other words, the material is classified and
unavailable because the President says so; no reasons
need to be supplied.  This prevents Congress from
having access to the material, for even the two select
committees for oversight of intelligence activities are
shunned when they request documents.

In this link you see various letters from members
of Congress and the executive branch, with
bureaucrats refusing information to the two
intelligence oversight committees because the
committee members do not have appropriate
clearances.  Of course, clearances, like classified
information, are exclusively controlled by the

President.  So if he does not want oversight of
anything he has made secret he simply refuses
Congress clearance to see the material.  This is the
modern version of Royal Prerogative that was argued
by Parliament against Charles I in 17th century
England and was finally, so we thought, put to rest in
the United States by the Constitution.  “National
security” has converted the presidency into a limited
monarchy with the power to deny the people, through
their elected representatives, accountability for
executive actions.

These letters show that oversight of Special
Access Programs (SAPs) at the Department of Defense
is nonexistent because no one in congress has a high
enough security clearance.  It highlights the nightmare
that Russ Tice, former National Security Agency
(NSA) intelligence analyst and a member of NSWBC,
went through to find someone in congress to whom he
could address illegal and unconstitutional activity
involving the super secret realm of “black world”
programs and operations.  Mr. Tice attempted to bring
these concerns to the House and Senate Intelligence
Committees.  Those attempts were rebuffed by the
NSA and the chairmen of the intelligence committees
themselves.  To date, Russell Tice has not been
allowed to address a full committee in closed session,
or even a single member of congress, about the abuses
in these SAP programs.

National Security Whistleblowers Coalition,
founded in August 2004, is an independent and
nonpartisan alliance of whistleblowers who have come
forward to address our nation’s security weaknesses;
to inform authorities of security vulnerabilities in our
intelligence agencies, at nuclear power plants and
weapon facilities, in airports, and at our nation’s
borders and ports; to uncover government waste,
fraud, abuse, and in some cases criminal conduct. 
The NSWBC is dedicated to aiding national security
whistleblowers through a variety of methods, including
advocacy of governmental and legal reform, educating
the public concerning whistleblowing activity,
provision of comfort and fellowship to national
security whistleblowers suffering retaliation and other
harms, and working with other public interest
organizations to affect goals defined in the NSWBC
mission statement.

[END QUOTING]
How ironic that a bio-documentary is given an

“X” rating.  It appears that exposing the machinations
of GMA and her cronies is considered to be “political
pornography”.

[QUOTING:]

CENSORING THE TRUTH
Editorial, The Daily Tribune—RP, 9/14/06

Under the rules, an X rating given by the
Movie Television Review and Classification Board
(MTRCB) can be appealed to Malacañang.  This is
what the camp of detained leader, Joseph Estrada,
is now seeking for his bio-pic documentary on his
life and times.

This now presents a problem to Gloria Arroyo, even
if aides earlier claimed they had nothing to do with the
MRCB judgment in banning the Erap bio-pic, since it is
now Malacañang that will have to issue a ruling.

It is almost a certainty that Gloria will have the
Erap video banned, because it shows only too clearly
that she had grabbed power from him, as evidenced by
a video clip of her in that bio-pic admitting before her
then supporters how she and at least five sets of
military officers plotted to oust Estrada as early as
January 2000, or a full year before the actual ouster.
In that video clip, she even proudly gave recognition
to these military officers who, in turn, proudly

accepted the accolade of having mounted a mutiny
against their constitutional Commander-in-Chief,
embracing the rule of force and completely discarding
the Constitution, which they claim to abide by.

There were other video clips proving that Gloria
ascended to power illegally, and also prove that even
the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, Hilario Davide
Jr. and his clique of justices participated in that coup
d’etat, thus establishing without doubt that they, who
are mandated to defend and uphold the rule of law and
the Constitution they are tasked to protect, discarded
that very rule of law and the Constitution.

All these are documented, in print and video tape.
These are events that had taken place which have been
filmed, such as truthful accounts of what has occurred,
what Gloria has stated, how the Constitution and
democratic institutions were discarded by their chiefs
and how Estrada was illegally thrown out of office.

This is the reason the MTRCB banned Erap’s
bio-pic, and the reason Gloria will not allow this
video to be shown in cinemas and television, even
if this was already shown before the Sandiganbayan
court in defense of Estrada and proof that a
conspiracy existed among Gloria and her civil
society groups to depose him.

And this is why the reason given by the
MTRCB to explain its decision to ban the Erap
video was that the bio-pic had objectionable scenes
that “discredit the political stability of the state”
and “undermine the faith and confidence of the
people in the government”, apart from stating that
these scenes are “libelous and defamatory”.

Is truth now being seen by this bogus
government as discrediting the political stability of
the state and that such truth undermines the faith
and confidence of the people in government which
is clearly illegal and unconstitutional?

Are Gloria and her cohorts now saying lies must
replace truth and that truth must be banned to ensure
that the bogus Gloria government is not discredited
and that the Filipino people should have faith and
confidence in a government that has not only grabbed
power illegally, but has also thrown the Constitution
out the window while embracing the rule of law?  Is
that not saying a power grab is the proper way to
ascend to the presidency and should be emulated; that
the rule of force is superior to the rule of law and that
an illegitimate president and government must be
supported by banning the truth?

And just who were those in the censors board who
issued that ruling?  Why these were the same people,
such as Edmund Sicam, a holier than thou type and an
anti-Marcos writer who claimed to have principles and
claimed to be against censorship, now saying in effect
that truth must never be told to protect a bogus
President; that the truth must be suppressed and
censored to keep the public in the dark.  There was
too, another censor, a Ros Olgado who, not too
long ago, complained that he was being censored
and claimed freedom of the press and of speech,
and yet he too, was into censoring the truth.  What
hypocrites they are.

In the end, Malacañang will have to make a
decision to either ban the Erap bio-pic or allow its
showing, but as Gloria wants it banned and still
appears blameless, she now says the appeals board has
been abolished through an Executive Order.

In the end, Gloria will have to make the choice
presented to her father with the film Iginuhit ng
Tadhana, a story of Ferdinand Marcos.

She can, as Diosdado Macapagal did, ban the film
or allow the bio-pic’s showing.

Either move will be politically bad for her. But
then, truth was always bad for her.
[END QUOTING]
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Public Notice

President Arroyo Given Notice re Termination of Gold Lease

On August 22, 2006 the
Tallano Foundation provided

the Republic of the
Philippines through its

nominal President, Gloria
Arroyo, this 15-Day Notice of

Termination of the lease of
400,000 metric tons of gold.

This gold should now be
available to the Foundation—
and hence, for the benefit of

all Filipinos.  No response has
been received as of the date

of this publication.

This notice will be construed as a continuation of compliance with provisions necessary to establish presumed fact (Rule
301, Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and attending State rules).  If all interested parties fail to rebut any given allegation
or matter of law addressed herein, the position will be construed as adequate to requirements of judicial notice, thus preserving
fundamental law.  A true and correct copy of this Public Notice is on file with and available for inspection at the newspaper
Contact (P.O. Box 27800 Las Vegas, NV 89126, USA) which is responsible for publishing the instruments as a legal notice.
In the Republic of the Philippines, comments and objections may be filed in writing by addressing Global Alliance Investment
Association at 6751 Ayala Avenue, Makati City, Metro Manila, Philippines.  Others may be addressed to Global Alliance
Investment Association, 3132 West Post Road, Las Vegas, Nevada, 89118 USA.
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On August 10, 2006 the
Tallano Foundation
provided the Land

Registration Authority
(LRA) this 10-Day Notice
to Cease and Desist from
the issuance of spurious

titles based on titles which
the Supreme Court has

already declared null and
void.  No response has been

received as of the date of
this publication.

On August 14, 2006 the
Tallano Foundation

provided Julian Morden
Tallano this Notice of

Termination and Denial of
Association, which will also
be run in a local newspaper

as a Legal Notice, so the
public is informed of the

situation.  No response has
been received as of the date

of this publication.
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NEVADA CORPORATIONS:

(702) 870-5351
P.O. Box 27103

Las Vegas, NV 89126
E-Mail: BCR@BudgetCorporateRenewals.com

“Nevada corporations
at Budget prices”

CORPORATION SETUP AND MAINTENANCE FEES

Budget Corporation—includes:
 First-year resident agent fee
 Corporate Charter
 Articles of Incorporation
 Corporate Bylaws
 Corporate Resolutions
 Budget corporate record book
 3.5” floppy disk of resources

TOTAL      $410

For more information:
“THE NEVADA CORPORATION MANUAL”

Priced at just $45, including shipping and handling

Nominee Service      $200
Obtain EIN      $ 75
Bank Account Setup      $100
Expedite (24-hr. setup)      $150

Annual Resident Agent Fee
     $ 85
Budget Mail Forwarding (18 per yr)    $ 50
Full Mail Forwarding (240 pcs/yr)       $150

For some 7 years over 100 Phoenix Journals were
withheld from the public domain never having been
published.  We acknowledge Dr. Overholt for his
efforts in collating the writings of Commander
Hatonn into Journal format and are pleased to now
be able to offer these Journals “as-is” until such time
as others can apply the finishing touches (titles,
indexing, etc.)

Free Download at:
PhoenixSourceDistributors.com

For the latest News on the
‘DivinePlan’

 unfolding from the Philippines:
GlobalAllianceAssn.com

Global  Alliance Investment Association

Phoenix Source Online:
email: GCHContact@OneMain.com

www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
-Published and unpublished Journals

- CONTACT back-issues

FAIR USE NOTICE:
This News Review contains excerpts of copyrighted material intended
to advance understanding of environmental, political, human rights,
economic, scientific and social justice issues.  Such use is considered
‘fair use’, exempt from copyright laws as provided for in Title 17, Ch.
1, Section 107 of the U.S. Code.

Phoenix Source Distributors

CONTACT:

In the first four installments of “Tip of the Week” we took a close look at several very interesting provisions
of Nevada’s corporate statutes.  Sometimes, however, what is NOT mentioned in the statutes is just as important.

In Nevada, as many readers may be aware, there is no statute mandating the issuance of stock.  (Nevada
is not unique in this regard; several other states’ corporate statutes similarly ignore this key issue.  What makes
Nevada unique is the combination of statutory provisions, non-addressed key issues and actual practices, all of
which add up to make Nevada the ONLY state that allows for privacy of ownership and control of a corporation.)

As if to underscore the non-necessity of stock issuance, there is no requirement to hold an annual meeting
of stockholders.  Yes, there are many references to the stockholders’ meeting but nowhere is it stated that any
such meeting must be held.

Similarly, Nevada is one of a few states that does not nullify the use of “bearer” shares.  It is not that there
is a statutory provision endorsing the use of bearer shares or even addressing the issue; it is that the issue goes
entirely unmentioned, whereas in most other states the use of bearer shares is statutorily denied.

A major, major issue that is not addressed anywhere in the Nevada Revised Statutes is that of nominee
officers and directors.  The use of nominee officers and directors has been common in practice in Nevada for
more than 75 years and yet this issue, which is the key to privacy of control of a Nevada corporation, is simply
not mentioned.  Doesn’t that make you wonder why not?

Other states (Wyoming comes to mind) have directly addressed the issue of nominee stockholders.  In
Nevada, however, there seems to be more power granted by not restricting the use of this technique even by
defining it.

Nevada only requires a corporation’s primary officers to be listed annually but does not abridge the key roles
that can be afforded to secondary officers, such as a vice president, who may exercise all of the powers of the
president in the president’s absence; an assistant treasurer, who may be empowered to sign checks and otherwise
fulfill the role of treasurer; or an assistant secretary, who may perform all of the duties of the secretary.  When
nominee service is used, the primary officers are assuredly absent, empowering these secondary officers, who are
never listed in the public records with the Secretary of State.

Finally, since only an annual list of officers needs to be filed, a corporation may change its officers and
directors at any time through a proper resolution (a PROTECTED “internal” record of the corporation) without
notifying the state to modify the public record.

This listing is, of course, by no means all-inclusive.  We trust, however, that it provides the reader with a
lot of serious “food for thought” as to possibilities for private control and ownership of Nevada corporations.

What They Don’t Say
Can Really Help You

Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #5:

Key provisions NOT included in Nevada’s corporate statutes

Topics included are:

Misuse of the militia
U.S. could keep Panama

Canal
“Brazen” lies about Islam
Prophecies of the end days
The Usurpers (quotes from)

The UFO threat
Who are the Khazars?

Khazars are not Israelites.
Solzhenitsyn at center stage

in Russia
Professor says kill off 3+

BILLION people
SECRET MILITARY

MANEUVERS
The Constitution of the U.S

YOU MUST KNOW TRUTH AND PLAYERS—
OR YOU CANNOT CHANGE A THING FOR
YOU ARE TRAPPED IN IGNORANCE OF
THAT WHICH CONTROLS YOU.—GCH, 7/6/94


